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Abstract

Collaboration in the public sector is imperative to achieve e-government
objectives such as improved efficiency and effectiveness of public administration and improved quality of public services. Collaboration across organizational and institutional boundaries requires public organizations to
share e-government systems and services through for instance, interoperable
information technology and processes. Demands on public organizations to
become more open also require that public organizations adopt new collaborative approaches for inviting and engaging citizens in governmental activities.
E-government related collaboration in the public sector is challenging,
however, and collaboration initiatives often fail. Public organizations need to
learn how to collaborate but forms of e-government collaboration and expected outcomes are mostly unknown. How public organizations can collaborate and the expected outcomes are thus investigated in this thesis by studying multiple collaboration cases on the acquisition and implementation of a
particular e-government investment (digital archive). This thesis also investigates how e-government collaboration can be facilitated through artifacts.
It is done through a case study, where objects that cross boundaries between
collaborating communities in the public sector are studied, and by designing
a configurable process model integrating several processes for social services. By using design science, this thesis also investigates how an mgovernment solution that facilitates collaboration between citizens and public organizations can be designed.
The thesis contributes to literature through describing five different
modes of interorganizational collaboration in the public sector and the expected benefits from each mode. It also contributes with an instantiation of a
configurable process model supporting three open social e-services and with
evidence of how it can facilitate collaboration. This thesis further describes
how boundary objects facilitate collaboration between different communities
in an open government design initiative. It contributes with a designed mobile government solution, thereby providing proof of concept and initial
design implications for enabling collaboration with citizens through citizen
sourcing (outsourcing a governmental activity to citizens through an open
call). This thesis also identifies research streams within collaborative egovernment research through a literature review and the thesis contributions
are related to the identified research streams. This thesis gives directions for
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future research by suggesting that future research should focus further on
understanding e-government collaboration and how information and communication technology can facilitate collaboration in the public sector. It is
suggested that further research should investigate m-government solutions to
form design theories. Future research should also examine how value can be
co-created in e-government collaboration.
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Sammanfattning

I publik sektor är samarbete viktigt för att möta uppsatta mål med eförvaltning såsom förbättrad effektivitet och förbättrad kvalitet på publika
tjänster. Detta kräver att publika organisationer delar e-förvaltningssystem
och tjänster samt att publika organisationer samarbetar över organisationella
och institutionella gränser. Detta kan till exempel göras genom interoperationell informationsteknologi, tjänster och processer. För att möta krav på
öppenhet behöver publika organisationer även ta till sig nya angreppsätt för
att bjuda in och engagera medborgare i sitt arbete.
E-förvaltningssamarbete är dock svårt och det är vanligt att sådana initiativ misslyckas. Publika organisationer behöver lära sig hur de kan samarbeta eftersom former för samarbete och dess förväntade utfall till stor del är
okända. Därför undersöks det i den här avhandlingen hur publika organisationer kan samarbeta och vilka fördelar som kan förväntas genom att samarbeta. Detta efterforskas genom att studera ett antal olika fall av samarbete
kring en specifik typ av e-förvaltningssystem (elektroniska arkiv).
Denna avhandling undersöker även hur e-förvaltningssamarbete kan underlättas genom artefakter. Det genomförs dels genom en fallstudie där objekt som överskrider gränser mellan samarbetande grupper undersöks och
dels genom att designa en konfigurerbar processmodell som integrerar ett
antal processer för tjänster inom socialförvaltningen. Genom att använda
design science som forskningsmetodologi, designas även en lösning som
använder mobila enheter för att underlätta samarbete mellan medborgare och
publika organisationer.
Avhandlingen bidrar till forskningslitteraturen genom att beskriva fem
olika tillvägagångsätt för interorganisatoriskt samarbete, samt presentera
förväntade nyttor med var av en av dessa fem tillvägagångsätt. Avhandlingen bidrar även med en konfigurerbar processmodell som exemplifierar hur
processerna för tre olika öppna sociala e-tjänster kan stödjas i en processmodell. Även hur gränsöverskridande objekt underlättar samarbete mellan olika
grupper i ett samarbetsinitiativ beskrivs. Avhandlingen bidrar även med en
lösning som använder mobila enheter och som visar att samarbete mellan
publika organisationer och medborgare kan möjliggöras genom citizensourcing (innebär att medborgare erbjuds att utföra en specifik aktivitet genom
ett öppen begäran).
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Genom en litteraturstudie identifieras även olika forskningsinriktningar
inom e-förvaltningssamarbete och avhandlingens bidrag relateras till de
identifierade forskningsinriktningarna. I avhandlingen ges även förslag på
framtida forskning för att skapa ytterligare förståelse för eförvaltningssamarbete samt fokusera ytterligare på hur informationsteknologi kan underlätta samarbete inom publik sektor. Det föreslås även att
framtida forskning bör fortsätta att studera lösningar som möjliggörs via
mobila enheter för att skapa designteorier. Framtida forskning bör även undersöka hur värde kan samskapas via samarbete i publik sektor.
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Chapter I: Introduction

Background
Achieving e-government objectives and realizing benefits from egovernment initiatives are to a large extent reliant on effective collaboration
between various communities (Gil-Garcia, 2012; Hu, Cui, & Sherwood,
2006; Reddick, 2008). In e-government, information and communication
technology is seen as an enabler for transforming public organizations from
bureaucratic silos into service-oriented providers (Hilgers & Ihl, 2010).
Common objectives that public organizations strive for in this endeavor are
to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of public organizations and to
improve the information and quality of public services (Moon, 2002). The
need for collaboration in the public sector is not new; however, Allen,
Juilett, Paquet and Roy (2005) state that e-government requires an enhanced
focus on public organizations to coordinate and become more collaborative
since (i) technology presents new opportunities to connect organizations; (ii)
policies require increased coordination across government levels and sectors;
and (iii) improving performance in the public sector requires external and
internal collaboration and alignment of government processes. Redesigning
and streamlining administrative processes alongside digitalizing public services is also important since services and processes often span departments
and/or several public organizations. The need for collaboration thereby
transcends the boundaries of single public organizations through interorganizational collaboration arrangements (Christiansson, Axelsson, & Melin,
2015), where governments collaborate with other governments and private
businesses, and through collaboration with citizens (Chun, Luna-Reyes, &
Sandoval-Almazán, 2012). Furthermore, through e-government collaboration
value can be co-created (Flak, Solli-Saether, & Straub, 2015), where all collaborating parties receive benefit from their joint efforts.
An important policy demanding collaboration is open government (e.g.,
Obama, 2009; OECD, 2005). In recent years, there has been a great focus in
the US and Europe on increased openness in governments. Open government
emphasizes the need for government organizations to become more transparent, accessible, and responsive (e.g., Gavelin, Burall, & Wilson, 2009;
OECD, 2005) and to promote participation and collaboration (Chun, Shulman, Sandoval & Hovy, 2010; Obama, 2009) with citizens, private and nonprofit organizations. As such, the demand on government to become more
13

open requires public organizations to adopt new collaborative technologies
and approaches for inviting and engaging citizens in governmental activities.
In this, Web 2.0 technologies (such as social media tools) are seen as an
enabler (Punie, Lusoli, Centeno, Misuraca, & Broster, 2009) and a collaborative approach that has begun to be used in the public sector is citizen sourcing (Hilgers & Ihl, 2010; Linders, 2012)—i.e., crowdsourcing for the public
sector, where a governmental activity is outsourced to citizens through an
open call.
Technological development and increasing use of mobile devices worldwide have put a great focus also on the need for government organizations to
deliver services through mobile devices. This is denoted as mobile government (m-government) and is regarded by researchers as important in the
development of e-government (e.g., Misuraca, 2009) and has even been described by the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development as
“the next big wave for ICT use in the public sector” (OECD/ITU, 2011, p.
15). Sandoval-Almazan, Gil-García, Luna-Reyes, Luna and Rojas-Romero
(2012) claim that there is a potential transformational effect on public organizations’ and citizens’ relations by combining m-government and open government. The importance of collaboration in public sector is thus emphasized
in both research and policies.

Problem Background
Collaboration in the public sector is complex (Allen et al., 2005) and challenging (Gil-Garcia, 2012), and collaboration initiatives often fail (Bryson,
Crosby, & Stone, 2006). Hilgers and Ihl (2010) claim that new collaboration
models can foster value creation in the public sector and need to be considered in order to address complex problems in the public sector. However,
expectations on outcomes and the format for collaboration often vary between participants, and the costs of coordination may outweigh the benefits
(Huxham, Vangen, Huxham, & Eden, 2000). Forms for collaboration between public organizations and the outcomes that these forms can bring
therefore need to be explicated and better understood. Another important
aspect is how to actually carry out the collaboration in practice.
A facilitator for collaboration is the use of objects, but how objects such
as artifacts facilitate collaboration and how these objects are developed is not
well understood (Rehm & Goel, 2015). Goldkuhl (2013) argues that in order
to better understand the role of artifacts, the understanding of work practices
is important, where artifacts should be studied in conjunction with governing
policies and effects. One example of artifacts with the potential to foster
open, responsive and transparent government and citizen engagement is mgovernment solutions (OECD/ITU, 2011). Sandoval-Almazan et al. (2012)
do, however, state that “we are still short of applications that will increase
14

government-citizen collaboration” (Sandoval-Almazan et al., 2012, p. 33)
and Palka, Jurisch, Schreiber, Wolf and Krcmar (2013) stress the importance
of experience reports for completed e-government projects.
Simply put, public organizations have to collaborate but they have difficulties in knowing how. E-government collaboration forms, the outcomes
that can be expected from different collaboration arrangements, and how IT
artifacts can facilitate e-government collaboration are mostly unknown. Further, how to design m-services that foster open government and how to engage and facilitate collaboration with citizens through m-government are not
well understood.

Context Background
In Sweden, government organizations have to adhere to the Swedish government strategy to form a collaborative digital public administration (Government Offices of Sweden, 2012). The digital strategy of Sweden states that
government organizations need to collaborate in order to address the main
objectives: (i) a simpler day-to-day life for citizens; (ii) a more transparent
administration that supports innovation and participation; and (iii) enhanced
quality and efficiency in government activities (Government Offices of
Sweden, 2012).
Historically, the Swedish public sector has been prominent at digitalizing,
although much of the development of, for instance, e-services has been done
in silos (Government Offices of Sweden, 2012). Sweden is, however, being
surpassed by other countries in international surveys on e-government development (eDelegationen, 2015). An explanation is Sweden's public administration model, with independent authorities and self-governing municipalities (eDelegationen, 2015), that has become an “Achilles heel for the intersectoral collaboration that is now required for the continued digitization”
(eDelegationen, 2015, p. 4).

Research Problem
Based on the above reasoning, this thesis addresses the overall problem of
fostering collaboration through and when developing e-government solutions
in Sweden. This is accomplished by addressing the following three subproblems.
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I.

The problem of designing an m-government solution that facilitates
collaboration with citizens.

II.

The problem of lack of understanding of how artifacts can facilitate
collaboration.

III.

The problem of varying expectations in the public sector on formats
for interorganizational collaboration on IT investments and the benefits sought.

Research Questions
This research aims to address the problem stated by answering the following
three research questions.
RQ I. How can an m-government solution that facilitates collaboration between municipalities and citizens be designed?
RQ II. How can artifacts in the form of configurable process models and
boundary objects facilitate collaboration when designing egovernment services?
RQ III. How may modes of collaboration on e-government investments impact the expected benefits from the investments?
Research question I addresses sub-problem I by designing an m-government
solution that enables government-citizen collaboration. Research question II
addresses sub-problem II by investigating how configurable process models
and boundary objects facilitate collaboration in the public sector. Research
question III addresses sub-problem III by identifying collaboration modes in
e-government investments and the expected benefits, by studying initiatives
including several public organizations.

Outline of the Thesis
In the next chapter, a theoretical background is presented. The theoretical
background introduces the theories and concepts guiding this research and
presents related research. After the theoretical background, a literature review on collaboration in e-government is provided. After that, the research
projects the author has been involved in and cases studied in this research are
described. This is followed by a presentation of methodological approaches
used. Thereafter, the results from the included articles are summarized and
how the included articles relate to the research questions are explained. This
16

thesis ends with a presentation of the thesis conclusions; followed by a discussion containing the thesis contributions, ethical considerations, the quality of the research and suggestions for future research.
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Chapter II: Theoretical Background

In this chapter, the theories and concepts that this thesis relates to are presented. Collaboration is a central notion in this thesis. In the Swedish public
sector, there are several definitions of collaboration (e.g., Andersson,
Åhgren, Bihari, Axelsson, Eriksson, & Axelsson, 2011; Axelsson et al.,
2007; Danermark & Kullberg, 1999; Danermark, 2003). The terms cooperation, coordination and collaboration are frequently used, sometimes interchangeably, and common definitions of the terms are not visible in the Swedish public sector. The Oxford Dictionary (2015a) defines cooperation as
“the action or process of working together to the same end”; it defines collaboration as “the action of working with someone to produce something”
(2015b), while defining coordination as “the organization of the different
elements of a complex body or activity so as to enable them to work together
effectively” (2015c).
The definitions of collaboration and cooperation are similar and both focus on the activity/action of working together: in this thesis, they are regarded as interchangeable. Coordination focuses more on the arrangement that
enables the action of working together. In this thesis, both the activity (collaboration/cooperation) and the arrangement enabling the activity are important elements. Hence, this thesis view collaboration as both the arrangements (what, how, when and why) for collaboration and the activity/action
of two or more parties working together within these arrangements. Both
cooperation and coordination are thereby included in the notion of collaboration. Chun et al. (2012) provide a similar definition of collaboration as “a
process or a set of activities [arrangement] in which two or more agents
work together [activity] to achieve shared goals” (Chun et al., 2012, p. 6).
This chapter proceeds with a model of the key concept used in the thesis
describing the author’s view of how the concepts relate to one another (Figure 1); thereafter the key concepts are defined. The chapter continues with
more extensive descriptions of e-government, open government, citizen
sourcing, boundary objects, and business process management. In the next
chapter, a more detailed view on collaborative e-government research is
provided through a literature review.
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Figure 1: Key concepts and how their relationships are viewed in this thesis.

Key Concepts Defined
Boundary objects. Boundary objects are objects that aid collaboration by
facilitating the formation of a shared understanding between collaborating
communities (Star & Griesemer, 1989). They are means of translation and
interpretation that “cross the boundaries between multiple social worlds”
(Star & Griesemer, 1989, p. 408) thereby bridging and connecting separate
communities (Fong, Valerdi, & Srinivasan, 2007).
Business process management. Van der Aalst (2004, p. 3) define process
management as “supporting business processes using methods, techniques,
and software to design, enact, control, and analyze operational processes
involving humans, organizations, applications, documents and other sources
of information”.
Citizen sourcing. Citizen sourcing is outsourcing a governmental activity to
an undefined group of people through an open call (Hilgers & Ihl, 2010). It
is a collaborative approach where value is co-created by collecting intelligence (Linders, 2012) from citizens and by integrating citizens into administrative processes (Hilgers & Ihl, 2010).
Collaboration. In this thesis, collaboration refers both to the arrangements
(what, how, when and why) for collaboration and the activity/action of two
or more parties working together within these arrangements.
20

Configurable process model. A configurable process model supports process variability by integrating variants of a business process in one model
(Gottschalk, Wagemakers, Jansen-Vullers, van der Aalst, & La Rosa, 2009).
A configurable process model can be configured in order to derive individual
process models customized to meet specific needs (Gottschalk et al., 2009).
E-government. According to The World Bank electronic government (egovernment) refers to “the use by government agencies of information technologies (such as Wide Area Networks, the Internet, and mobile computing)
that have the ability to transform relations with citizens, businesses, and
other arms of government” (The World Bank, 2015).
E-service. Electronic services (e-services) are services that are mediated
electronically (Scupola, Henten, & Nicolajsen, 2009). In an e-government
context, e-services consist of the three dimensions: service, electronic and
public (Lindgren & Jansson, 2013). In this thesis, an e-service is regarded as
a public service that is mediated electronically.
M-government. Mobile government (m-government) is a subcategory of egovernment (Kushchu & Kuscu, 2003; Misuraca, 2009) and defined by Lee,
Tan and Trimi (2006, p. 113) as “a strategy and its implementation by the
government to provide information, deliver services, engage citizens and
improve efficiency through mobile devices”.
M-service. A mobile government service (m-service) is a public service
mediated electronically through mobile technology.
Open government. Open government emphasizes improved transparency,
accessibility and responsiveness (OECD, 2005), and increased participation
and collaboration (Obama, 2009; Chun et al., 2010) among government organizations. Open government is viewed in this thesis as a collaborative
aspect of e-government.

E-Government
In electronic government (hereafter called e-government), information and
communication technology (ICT) are used with the aim of transforming and
reorganizing public organizations in order to improve the effectiveness and
efficiency of public organizations and to improve the quality of public services (Layne & Lee, 2001; Moon, 2002). The challenges of e-government
have been researched from several perspectives. One of the most cited is a
literature study by Gil-García and Pardo (2005), where identified challenges
are sorted into five categories—i.e., information and data; information tech21

nology (IT); organizational and managerial; legal and regulatory; and institutional and environmental. This thesis investigates ICT-related and facilitated
collaboration in the public sector. Collaboration is hence studied in the context of e-government; therefore this section gives an overview of the egovernment context in practice and in research.
Yildiz (2007) points out that there is a definitional ambiguity in the egovernment concept, and this is still a valid statement. The definition by the
World Bank (2015), see key concepts defined, focuses on the use of information technologies in the public sector and brings in three important stakeholders—i.e., the government, citizens and businesses. Other definitions of
e-government more clearly emphasize organizational change—for instance,
the European Union definition of e-government is “the use of information
and communication technologies in public administrations combined with
organisational change and new skills in order to improve public services and
democratic processes and strengthen support to public policies” (European
Commission, 2003, p. 7). The need for organizational change accompanying
technological change has also been recognized in research (e.g., Layne &
Lee, 2001; Silcock, 2001), where ICT is seen as a facilitator to reform structure and processes in order to streamline public administrations (BeynonDavies, 2005) and to improve the quality of information and services (Moon,
2002). In Madsen, Berger and Phythian’s (2014) literature review on the
development of e-government research, they found that a common underlying perception of e-government is “the use of the Internet to deliver services
and information to citizens and businesses” (Madsen et al., 2014, p. 24). This
is narrow in scope regarding the use of ICT, and this type of definition of egovernment has been criticized by, for instance, Lenk (2002), for being too
limited. Lenk (2002) states that e-government is about supporting all functions and branches within governments. The author of this thesis is in
agreement with Lenk (2002) and regards e-government in accordance with
the World Bank definition (see key concepts defined).
E-government is both a political reform for transforming governments
and a research field. As a research field, e-government has received a lot of
attention during the last two decades, with a large number of published research articles devoted to the field. There is an ambiguity and vagueness
within the field contributing to difficulties in providing a comprehensive
description of research developments. Apart from the aforementioned definitional vagueness of the e-government concept, e-government is a fragmented
and interdisciplinary field of study (Meijer & Bekkers, 2015) without a dominant research topic (Joseph, 2013). In e-government, several aspects (e.g.,
technological, organizational, cultural, and economic) are often combined
(Traunmüller & Wimmer, 2003). E-government has been researched from a
variety of different perspectives, such as transformation, knowledge management, technology, sociology/human behavior, legal-political/economics
and public administration (Pablo and Pan, 2002). Furthermore, it has been
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noted that researchers within e-government tend to borrow theoretical constructs from reference disciplines (Bannister & Connolly, 2015; Rana, Williams, Dwivedi & Williams, 2011) and Rana et al. (2011) claim that these
theories are used in a random manner. There is a lack of particular specific
theories in e-government (Bannister & Connolly, 2015) and a large portion
of e-government research is conceptual in nature (Dwivedi, 2009; Joseph,
2013). Meijer and Bekkers (2015) claim that the theoretical fragmentation in
e-government research impedes advancements within the field, while Joseph
(2013) states that conceptual research can provide a basis for theory generation.
One example of theory fragmentation is the plethora of maturity models
that describe the development of e-government (e.g., Australian National
Audit Office, 1999; Belanger & Hiller, 2006; Goldkuhl & Persson, 2006;
Layne & Lee, 2001; SAFAD, 2000). The most cited is the Layne and Lee
(2001) maturity model, which consists of four e-government maturity stages:
cataloguing, transaction, vertical integration, and horizontal integration. The
latter two maturity steps imply a high degree of collaboration within and
between public organizations. Goldkuhl and Persson (2006) instead take a
critical stance towards the view that e-government evolves through onedimensional stage models. Goldkuhl and Persson (2006) argue that a higher
level in a staged model does not necessarily mean that lower levels are met,
and that a higher maturity level is not always desirable in an e-service.
No matter the different definitions of e-government, the use of the Internet as an important means for e-government to publish information and deliver digitalized services (West, 2004) is agreed on. Digitalized services delivered through the Internet are called e-services (Rust & Kannan, 2002). Eservices are important for the quality improvement of public services by, for
instance, improving communication with the government (Asgarkhani,
2005) and accessibility to governments (West, 2004). E-services are also
important in improving the efficiency of public organizations by, for example, automating administrative processes (Asgarkahni, 2005, Juell-Skielse &
Wohed, 2010). With regard to collaboration, e-government can be considered to provide both opportunities and challenges (Allen et al., 2005).

M-Government
Alongside the increasing diffusion and use of mobile devices worldwide,
there is an increasing demand for governments to provide access to public
services through mobile devices (Carroll, 2005; Deep & Sahoo, 2011; Kushchu & Kuscu, 2003; OECD/ITU, 2011; Palka et al., 2013). The use of mobile technology in the public sector is referred to as mobile government
(henceforth called m-government). M-government is promoted through both
research and policies (e.g., Kushchu & Kuscu, 2003; OECD/ITU, 2011; is
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considered “inevitable” (Kushchu & Kuscu, 2003); and is regarded as “the
next big wave for ICT use in the public sector” (OECD/ITU, 2011, p. 15).
This thesis follows the definition of m-government proposed by Lee et al.
(2006, p. 113), who define m-government as “a strategy and its implementation by the government to provide information, deliver services, engage citizens and improve efficiency through mobile devices”. Other researchers are
more explicit about which parties are involved in m-government in their
definitions of the concept. Kushchu and Kuscu (2003) and Moon (2004)
include businesses, and Moon (2004) also includes public employees and
nonprofit organizations in addition to citizens in the definition of mgovernment. Furthermore, in addition to mobile technology, Kushchu and
Kuscu (2003) and Moon (2004) include wireless technology in their definitions of m-government. Researchers stress that m-government is a complement to e-government and should not be viewed as a replacement for it (e.g.,
Goyal & Purohit, 2012; Kumar & Sinha, 2007). In accordance with that line
of thought, and in accordance with Kushchu and Kuscu (2003) and Misuraca
(2009), who regard m-government as a subset of e-government, this thesis
regards m-government as a subset of e-government which complements egovernment when appropriate.
By complementing it, m-government can add value to e-government
(Kushchu & Kuscu, 2003; Trimi & Sheng, 2008). Firstly, m-government
provides an additional communication channel, where access to information
and services can be provided not only at any time but also from any place
(Kumar & Sinha, 2007). Yet the potential of m-government goes beyond
providing an additional communication channel. M-government can also add
value by facilitating a government in becoming more open, as stated in
OECD/ITU (2011). M-government can also add value by increasing citizen
empowerment (El Kiki & Lawrence, 2006; Goyal & Purohit, 2012); and
fostering citizen participation (Goyal & Purohit, 2012; Trimi & Sheng,
2008). Furthermore, as indicated in Lee et al.’s (2006) definition of mgovernment and stated by Goyal and Purohit (2012), there is also the potential to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of governments through mgovernment. There are examples of efficiency and effectiveness improvement provided in literature. For instance, Cook and Helbig (2008) report
increased productivity, mobility and employee satisfaction for governmental
fieldworkers in New York through the use of mobile devices. Another example is Cao and Luee’s (2007) study of an m-government system aimed at
improving the Beijing municipal government’s management of assets, where
the system led to improved performance.
In m-government research literature, challenges hindering the adoption
and diffusion of m-government are widely discussed. Privacy and security
issues are commonly discussed as challenges for m-government (e.g., El
Kiki & Lawrence, 2006; Moon, 2004; Trimi & Sheng, 2008). Carroll (2005)
stress that security and privacy issues can negatively impact the use of m24

government since they can create mistrust among citizens. Kumar and Sinha
(2007) also note trust as being important in m-government and they claim
that user-friendly applications and back-end systems support are important
for building trust. The latter requires mobile solutions to be integrated with
information systems (IS) in governments. Kushchu and Kuscu (2003) point
out incompatibility as a challenge that can create integration issues with
existing government systems: m-government technologies need to be compatible with many different platforms for governments to share information
(Moon, 2004). Another challenge is the necessity of handling several different mobile technologies (Mengistu, Zo, & Rho, 2009)—for example, developing applications for both Android and iPhone platforms requires different
programming languages. The costs associated with developing mgovernment systems (El Kiki & Lawrence, 2006) and poor governmental
capabilities (Moon, 2004) are other challenges expressed for m-government.
Kushchu and Kuscu (2003) state that m-government challenges are mainly
inherited from e-government; Trimi and Sheng (2008) agree, but point out
that there are also challenges specific to m-government—for instance, functional limitations with mobile devices and security concerns regarding wireless networks (Trimi & Sheng, 2008).
There is also research discussing success factors with m-government.
Sandy and McMillan (2005), for instance, frame some of the aforementioned
challenges (security and cost) as success factors and add acceptance, business re-engineering, education and access to their list of success factors.
Kushchu and Kuscu (2003) state that the level of impact of m-government is
highly dependent on high use by citizens; acceptance is thus important for
m-government. Hung, Chang and Kuo (2013) provide user acceptance factors for m-government—i.e., “perceived usefulness, interactivity, external
influence, interpersonal influence and self-efficacy” (Hung et al., 2013, p.
33).
M-government in practice is described as still being in its early stages of
development (OECD/ITU, 2011; Palka et al., 2013), and m-government is a
fairly new field of study; research on m-government can be dated back to the
beginning of the twenty-first century (e.g., Kushchu & Kuscu, 2003). Researchers have noted that much m-government research is conceptual (Napoleon & Bhuiyan, 2010; Winkler, Lvova, & Gunther, 2011), and have stressed
that there is a shortage of empirical foundation in m-government research
(Winkler et al., 2011). In Palka et al.’s (2013), literature review on mgovernment, they identify six main research areas within m-government—
i.e., general; frameworks and models; user needs; security; mobile services;
and success factors. They conclude by stating that m-government is a partly
unexplored area, with a need for reports on experiences from completed mgovernment projects to provide lessons for future m-government projects.
Sandoval-Almazan et al. (2012) more specifically note that there is a shortage of research on the development of apps. The need for further investiga25

tion is also visible in m-government policies. OECD/ITU (2011) calls for
action within m-government by, for instance, requesting “better monitoring
of m-government development” and by “seizing the potential of mgovernment to foster open, responsive and transparent government and citizen engagement” (pp. 114–116). One specific call is for m-government services to be analyzed, prototyped and evaluated.

Open Government
There is a global trend for government organizations to become more
open—i.e., open government. Traditional e-government has been criticized
for having a strong internal focus and for viewing citizens as end users.
Open government shifts this e-government viewpoint to a more open and
inviting focus, where engaging citizens and viewing citizens as contributors
are emphasized. Specifically, open government focuses on a more transparent, participative, collaborative (e.g., Obama, 2009; Chun et al., 2010), responsive and accessible (e.g., OECD, 2005; Gavelin et al., 2009) governance
system. Transparency concerns opening up governments to “public scrutiny”
(OECD, 2005, p. 2), were information is provided to create transparency in
government decisions and operations (Chun et al., 2010; Nam, 2012). Accessibility includes offering easy access to information and services (Gavelin
et al., 2009), the vision being to reach a state where information is accessible
to all people, whenever and wherever they choose (OECD, 2005). Responsiveness is shown by government decision makers being open to new ideas,
and to the demands and needs of citizens and other external stakeholders
(OECD, 2005; Gavelin et al., 2009). Furthermore, citizens should be encouraged to participate and provide ideas, knowledge and expertise to government organizations, and collaboration should actively promote citizen engagement (Obama, 2009).
Both the US and the OECD emphasize the importance of open government. They share a vision of a state where information flows freely, though a
number of channels, both to and from governments. However, the OECD
and the US have a slightly different view on the concept. The main distinction between their views on open government is that the US highlights collaboration while the OECD view is limited to the accessibility of services
and information, something that implies a greater focus on citizen participation in the US compared to the OECD. The OECD are, however, discussing
a shift in their view on the open government concept by updating their definition of open government to “a Government open to the contribution of
Citizens and society to co-create pubic value and engaged to respect three
main principles: ensure full Transparency of its actions, its processes and its
data, enable Participation of citizens to its decisions and processes, promote
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and accept the Collaboration of citizens to the production of its services”
(Lörnicz et al., 2011, p.13).
In order to foster open government, governments should provide effective
and accessible channels for communication (Gavelin et al., 2009). To this
end, collaborative technologies such as social media and Web 2.0 technologies have been recognized as important enablers for open government (Punie
et al., 2009). Harnessing collaborative technologies in the public sector is
sometimes framed under the term government 2.0 (e.g., Chun et al., 2010;
Meijer, Koops, Pierson, Overman, & Tije, 2012). Further, SandovalAlmazan et al. (2012) state that there is a potential transformational effect on
relationships between public organizations and citizens by combining mgovernment and open government.
Critical views on open government stress that citizens may not have the
proper competence to participate—hence the information collected through
these channels may not be reliable (e.g., Keen, 2007)—while others argue
that citizens may outperform specialized competence (Hilgers & Ihl, 2010
and that ideas from citizens can be as good as ideas from professionals
(Poetz & Schreier, 2012). For a summary on research on open governmentrelated collaboration, the reader is directed to the literature review in the next
chapter.

Citizen Sourcing
Citizen sourcing is a collaborative approach relying on open government
principles with an emphasis on engaging and collaborating with citizens
(Hilgers & Ihl, 2010). Citizen sourcing is described by Hilgers and Ihl
(2010) as outsourcing a governmental activity to an undefined group of people through an open call. It’s about moving beyond the boundaries of public
organizations and relying on the will of citizens to participate and contribute
to governments. Citizen sourcing is based on open innovation principles
from the private sector, mainly crowd sourcing, and has been explained as
crowd sourcing for the public sector. Hilgers and Ihl (2010, p. 68) further
note that the principle adopted from the private sector is to “integrate the
knowledge and experience of customers, users, and external performers into
the innovation and value creation process”. Information and communication
technologies are seen as enablers for citizen sourcing; technologies mentioned are, for instance, Web 2.0 technology, social media (Linders, 2012;
Nam, 2012) and social voting (Nam, 2012).
Linders (2012) identifies three types of citizen sourcing and relates them
to service delivery lifecycle stages—i.e., service design, service delivery and
execution, and service monitoring. Citizen sourcing related to design is
about consulting citizens and collecting ideas and opinions from citizens.
Delivery and execution concerns using citizen competence and abilities to
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address governmental challenges. Monitoring is about gathering and using
citizens’ knowledge to improve the government’s situational awareness by
enabling citizen reporting. Linders (2012) claims that through anonymous
reporting, participation from citizens that fear retribution can be promoted,
and this is most effectively used at a local level.
Hilgers and Ihl (2010) propose a framework for citizen sourcing that includes three dimensions: citizen ideation and innovation, collaborative administration, and collaborative democracy. Citizen ideation and innovation is
similar to all of Linders’ (2012) types of citizen sourcing; hence it concerns
collecting ideas, suggestions, and reports form citizens and tapping into the
competence and creativity of citizens. Hilgers and Ihl (2010) further state
that citizen sourcing can also be used to integrate citizens within administrative processes, thereby gaining support from citizens in administrative activities (collaborative administration). An example of this is the peer-to-patent
system in the United States (Noveck, 2006). The last dimension, collaborative democracy, regards enhancing democracy by inviting citizens to participate in government decisions and policymaking processes (Hilgers & Ihl,
2010).
Nam (2012) presents two analytical frameworks for studying citizen
sourcing initiatives. The first framework presents three dimensions of citizen
sourcing—i.e., “purpose, type of wisdom collected, and strategy” (Nam,
2012 p. 14). The second framework is for assessing citizen sourcing solutions by evaluating “the design, process, and outcome of citizen sourcing”
(Nam, 2012, p. 16).
Hilgers and Ihl (2010) stress that it can be difficult to get acceptance from
governments to implement new collaborative models such as citizen sourcing. Another risk with citizen sourcing pointed out by Hilgers and Ihl (2010)
is getting a large mass of citizens interested in participating in citizen sourcing initiatives, thereby, open up opportunities for groups of people serving
their own purposes. Hence, there is a risk that government decisions are
based on citizen voices that are not representative of the larger mass of citizens. Wijnhoven, Ehrendhard and Kuhn (2015) also draw attention to the
risk of skewed citizen representation, and stress that overrepresented citizen
groups may have a negative impact on the democratic values sought from
such projects.

Boundary Objects
Boundary object is a concept used to theorize the role of objects in collaboration, thereby providing a theoretical understanding of collaborative efforts
(Lee, 2005). Boundary objects were first introduced by Star and Griesemer
(1989) as a means for translation and interpretation to help establish a shared
understanding between collaborating communities. Star and Griesemer fur28

ther describe boundary objects as “objects that cross the boundaries between
multiple social worlds” (Star & Griesemer, 1989, p.14); they can thereby
bridge communities and link them together (Fong et al., 2007). Lee (2007, p.
309) describes boundary objects as “typically things with a standardized
structure such as forms, maps, and grades—or things with a naturally predetermined structure such as a bird” (Lee, 2007, p. 309). Furthermore, boundary objects can be either abstract or concrete (Star & Griesemer, 1989, p. 393)
and “work arrangements that are at once material and processual” (Star,
2010, p. 604). These objects represent a context and transmit information
between communities (Carlile, 2004). Several collaborating communities use
boundary objects simultaneously. Boundary objects are flexible and can be
customized to individual communities’ needs while being sufficiently standardized to uphold a shared identity between communities (Star & Griesemer,
1989). They are thereby a means of interpretation that transforms knowledge
between collaborating communities to facilitate communication, organization and collaboration between them (Fong et al., 2007).
The original boundary objects concept coined by Star and Griesemer
(1989) has been expanded or challenged by other researchers introducing
related concepts. Lee (2007) questions the view that “all objects that move
between communities of practice are boundary objects” (Lee, 2007, p. 307)
and adds to the Star and Griesemer view of the boundary object concept by
introducing boundary negotiation artifacts. Lee (2007) states that in collaborations that lack stable and standardized boundaries between collaborating
communities, boundary negotiation artifacts are created instead of boundary
objects. These objects do not fit the original definition of the boundary object; they are more fluid, as opposed to structured, and allow active negotiation of shared understanding and the pushing, creating and crossing of
boundaries between communities (Lee, 2007). Rhinow, Köppen and Meinel
(2012) discuss prototypes as boundary objects and highlight their importance
for design teams and within organizations. Subrahmanian, Monarch, Konda,
Granger, Milliken and Westerberg (2003) describe prototypes as representations that support the understanding of boundary objects. Rehm and Goel
(2015) add their view of boundary clusters, which is several artifacts that
together function as a boundary object although as individual artifacts they
are not necessarily boundary objects. Mark, Lyytinen and Bergman (2007)
propose design boundary objects—i.e., objects that enable design knowledge
to be transmitted between collaborating communities and thereby decrease
design knowledge gaps while addressing different stakeholders’ interests.
Boundary objects can only embody communication to a limited extent
and can therefore never fully displace communication and collaboration. A
risk associated with the use of boundary objects is that they can appear to be
self-contained objects (Star, 2010). Wenger (1998) advises that "it is easy to
overlook that they are in fact the nexus of perspectives, and that it is often in
the meeting of these perspectives that artifacts obtain their meanings" (p.
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108). Kimble, Grenier and Goglio-Primard (2010) agree, stating that boundary object theory is mechanical, ignoring the influence of politics and local
conditions present within and between groups. For boundary objects to have
meaning, they have to be viewed in the context of the motivations of the
people that select the object as well as their communicative role (Kimble et
al., 2010).
The use of boundary objects as enablers for collaboration is reputable
within IS research, but how these objects cross barriers of knowledge, or
how the objects themselves develop, is not much investigated (Rehm &
Goel, 2015). This is especially true for interorganizational collaboration in
the public sector, although Le Dantec and Edwards (2010, p.7) claim that
“the role of ICT within the public sector could be distilled down to that of a
boundary object between the citizenry, the government, and the public and
private institutions that act on the behalf of both.”

Business Process Management
A business process is “a set of logically-related tasks performed to achieve a
defined business outcome” (Davenport & Short, 1990, p. 4). Adapting a
process-oriented view of the organization, as opposed to viewing the organization as functional silos, and changing business processes is important in egovernment initiatives (e.g., Kennedy, Coughland, & Kelleher, 2012;
Niehaves & Plattfaut, 2010; Scholl, 2003) in order to improve efficiency,
effectiveness and service quality (Hughes, Scott, & Golden, 2006; Niehaves,
Plattfaut, & Becker, 2013). ICT has an enabling role for business processes,
which has been extensively emphasized in literature (Scholl, 2003). For
instance, through e-services integrated towards back-end information systems business process can be digitally enabled (Christiansson et al., 2015)
thereby allow automation of administrative tasks (Asgarkahni, 2005; JuellSkielse & Wohed, 2010). Changing business processes is hence important
alongside the development of e-services in public sector, as pointed out by
Stemberger and Jaklic (2007).
Business process change can be both incremental and radical (Niehaves et
al., 2013). To succeed with business process change a holistic view of the
organization and the change process is required (Scholl, 2003). Business
process management (BPM) is an approach that can help to provide such a
holistic view to business processes (Rosemann & Brocke, 2010). BPM is an
important concept in e-government and a well-known approach to managing
and improving business processes (Niehaves et al., 2013). Van der Aalst, ter
Hofstede, and Weske. (2003, p. 4) and van der Aalst (2004, p. 3) define
business process management as “supporting business processes using
methods, techniques, and software to design, enact, control, and analyze
operational processes involving humans, organizations, applications, docu30

ments and other sources of information”. This definition involves both organizational and technological aspects of BPM; these aspects are also visible
in the six core components of BPM proposed by Rosemann and Brocke
(2010)—i.e., strategic alignment, governance, BPM methods, information
technology, people and culture. The objective of strategic alignment is to
coordinate organizational priorities and BPM in order to improve business
performance. Governance concerns the creation of suitable roles and responsibilities for different levels of BPM while having decision and reward processes for process-associated actions in place. Methods related to BPM are
tools and techniques (e.g., process modeling, and analysis methods and
skills) that facilitate actions throughout all stages of a process lifecycle. Information technology relates to hardware, software, and information systems
that are aimed at supporting BPM, such as process aware systems. People
relate to process and process management capabilities (knowledge and
skills)—i.e., human resources who constantly use their capabilities to improve business performance. Culture is created by the attitudes and behaviors towards BPM formed by common values and beliefs (Rosemann &
Brocke, 2010).
The lifecycle of BPM can be divided into the design, configuration, enactment and diagnosis phases (van der Aalst et al., 2003), as shown in Figure
2.

Figure 2: BPM lifecycle (van der Aalst et al., 2003).

In the design phase, business processes are designed or existing processes
are redesigned; then in the configuration phase, IT systems are configured to
support the processes. Thereafter, the business processes are deployed in the
enactment phase, and in the diagnosis phase the processes are analyzed,
monitored and improved (van der Aalst et al., 2003).
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Configurable Process Models
Business process change often requires collaboration within and between
government organizations, since processes often cross departments and functional domains (Scholl, 2003). Janssen and Estevez (2013) state that there is
a need to decrease the complexity and the variety of business processes in
the public sector. The configurable process models offer an approach to
manage numerous variants of business processes thereby decreasing business process complexity.
A configurable process model supports process variability by integrating
variants of a business process in one artifact i.e.—a general process model
(Gottschalk, van der Aalst, Jansen-Vullers, & La Rosa, 2008). The differences between the variants of a process are all captured in the configurable
process model by the implementation of variation points. From a configurable process model, a number of individual process models can then be derived and extracted; thereby providing individual process models customized
to specific needs (Gottschalk et al., 2009). Customized processes are derived
based on domain-specific data maintained by the configurable model; such
derivation is called individualization. Configurable process models can,
thereby, facilitate the handling of large collections of process models with
similarities and context-dependent variances (La Rosa, ter Hofstede, Rosemann, & Shortland, 2008). Configurable models are hence appropriate for
the design of reference models—i.e., general models that capture domainspecific processes. These models are also applicable when organizations that
are spread over several geographical sites implement different variants of a
process, where the variations in the process reflect cultural, legislative or
other dissimilarities. The situation in the public sector is similar, where comparable processes are applied within different administrative regions in a
country.
The business process management research groups at Queensland University of Technology (Australia) and the TU/e research group in the School of
Industrial Engineering (The Netherlands) have conducted most of the influential research published about the configurable process approach. The
groups have published several research articles discussing process variability
and proposing and describing configurable processes as an approach to process variability (e.g., Gottschalk et al., 2008; Gottschalk & La Rosa, 2010).
The two research groups have also published three case studies testing the
configurable process approach. In the La Rosa et al., (2008) case study they
investigate the construction of a configurable process model based on audio
editing process in postproduction. Gottschalk et al., (2009), test the configurable process approach by using processes from four Dutch municipalities
and then they evaluate the approach through interviews with respondents
from the organizations. La Rosa and Mendling (2009) provide a case study
investigating variants of an emergency recovery process. Common for these
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three case studies is that the configurable process approach is tested through
using variants of the same process. Hence, merging different processes in
one general configurable process model has not been tested.
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Chapter III:
Research

Collaborative

E-Government

Many different concepts have been used to describe collaboration in the
public sector—e.g., collaborative public management (e.g. Agranoff &
McGuire, 2004; Cooper, Bryer, & Meek, 2006; McGuire, 2006; O'Leary,
Gerard, & Bingham, 2006; O'Leary & Vij, 2012); collaborative governance
(e.g., Ansell & Gash, 2008; Emerson, Nabatchi, & Balogh, 2012; Huxham et
al., 2000); joined up government (e.g., Klievink & Janssen, 2009; Ling,
2002; Perri, 2004); networked government (e.g., Eggers & Goldsmith,
2003); the whole of government approach (e.g., Christensen & Lægreid,
2007; Ojo, Janowski, & Estevez, 2011); and collaborative e-government
(e.g., Bertot, Jaeger, & Grimes, 2012; Chun et al., 2012; Gil-Garcia, Chengalur-Smith, & Duchessi, 2007; Gil-García & Luna-Reyes, 2009).
In public administration literature, the concepts of collaborative public
management and collaborative governance are often used. Agranoff and
McGuire (2004, p. 4) describe collaborative management as “the process of
facilitating and operating in multiorganizational arrangements to solve problems that cannot be solved, or solved easily, by single organizations”.
Agranoff and McGuire (2004, p.6) focus on public and non-public organizations working together, thereby adding public to the concept—i.e., collaborative public management. Collaborative governance is closely related to collaborative public management, although the two concepts differ in scope and
substance (Kapucu, Yuldashev, & Bakiev, 2012). Collaborative public management has a narrow scope, both geographically and regarding inclusiveness (local and organizational level mostly) (Kapucu et al., 2012). Collaborative governance has a global scope, focusing on solving societal problems
through collaboration by citizen participation and by improving institutional
structures (Kapucu et al., 2012). Collaborative governance is defined by
Ansell and Gash (2008, p. 544) as “a governing arrangement where one or
more public agencies directly engage non-state stakeholders in a collective
decision-making process that is formal, consensus-oriented, and deliberative
and that aims to make or implement public policy or manage public programs or assets” (Ansell & Gash, 2008, p. 544).
The joined up government approach originates from the government program for public sector reform in the United Kingdom. This approach assumes that organizations’ activities need to be aligned and coordinated
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across organizational boundaries in order to meet important objectives of
public policy (Ling, 2002). Hence, governments try to “join up” by coordinating work and aligning cultures, incentives, management systems, and
objectives (Ling, 2002). Other countries and researchers outside the United
Kingdom have also employed the concept (Klievink & Janssen, 2009; Perri,
2004).
Christensen and Lægreid (2007) claim that the whole of government approach originates from the joined up government approach; hence there are
many similarities between the concepts. The Management Advisory Committee in Australia (2004, p. 1) defines the whole of government approach as
one which “denotes public services agencies working across portfolio
boundaries to achieve a shared goal and an integrated government response
to particular issues. Approaches can be formal or informal. They can focus
on policy development, program management, and service delivery.” Christensen and Lægreid (2007) further state that the joined up government and
the whole of government approach are umbrella terms, mostly connected to
diminishing bureaucratic silos in European countries and Anglo-Saxon countries, while the concept of collaborative public management is mostly used
in the United States.
Collaborative e-government also concerns collaboration in the public sector; however, it has a clearer focus on information and communication technology than the aforementioned concepts. Chun et al. (2012, p.6) describe
collaborative e-government as “ICT-facilitated collaboration environments
for government”, where collaboration can be interaction based and occur
within and between governments (G2G), between governments and citizens
(G2C), or between governments and businesses (G2B). Chun et al. (2012)
also point out that collaboration can be content based (e.g., information sharing, resource sharing) and/or be viewed from a temporal perspective (short
term or long term). The authors also present a conceptual model of collaborative e-government, describing drivers for collaborative e-government and
thereby providing some comprehensiveness to the domain, yet on an abstract
level. Chun et al. (2012) state that collaborative e-government may be “value-driven”, “citizen-driven”, “economic/cost driven”, or “technology driven”
(Chun et al., 2012, p. 7).
This thesis fits well within the realm of collaborative e-government, since
the thesis concerns ICT-related collaboration in the public sector. Therefore
a study on research streams within e-government collaboration was conducted by following Kitchenham’s (2004) guidelines for performing a systematic
literature review. The literature review was conducted after the articles included in this thesis were written, with the purpose of further framing the
complete thesis theoretically and to further position the thesis contributions
to collaborative e-government research. In the remainder of this chapter, the
process followed for conducting the literature review is explained, followed
by a presentation of the identified research streams.
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Literature Review Process
To search for relevant research articles, the e-government reference library
(EGRL, 2016) was used. The library contains 7,899 peer reviewed references in the domains of e-government and e-governance and has been established by a well-reputed e-government researcher, Hans J. Scholl. The reference library includes articles from core e-government journals and conferences. It is stated on the e-government reference library website (EGRL,
2016) that for articles to be included in the reference library, they must meet
(at least) the following criteria:
•

“Have passed an academic peer review process”.

•

“Be published in the proceedings of an academic conference or in an
academic journal”.

•

“Be published in English (or, if published in another language, an
English-language translation must be publicly available)”.

•

“Be of at least seven pages (or equivalently, 3,700 words) in length
(including references) for a non-technical article”.

•

“Be of at least four pages (2,250 words) in length (including references) for a technical article”.

The provider of the reference library has thus already done an initial
screening of the research articles. The literature review was conducted in
four steps, as depicted in Figure 3 and the text below.

Figure 3. Literature review process.

Step 1: Literature search
The e-government reference library was imported into Mendeley, a free reference manager application1. Relevant research articles were then identified
in the reference library by using the search string “collaboration OR collaborative”. E-government was omitted from the search since the library should
1

www.mendeley.com
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only include references to the same. The concept of collaborative egovernment can be traced back approximately a decade, to when researchers
such as Koh, Ryan and Prybutok (2005) and Gil-Garcia et al. (2007) started
using the concept. The field has become more established today: for instance, a special issue of the journal Transforming Government: People,
Process and Policy (Chun et al., 2012) is dedicated to collaborative egovernment. However, an initial literature search on collaborative egovernment did not provide a comprehensive view of research streams within e-government collaboration research. Collaboration was therefore also
included in the search. The search thereby included ICT-related collaboration in the public sector, not labeled with collaborative e-government but
still related to it. Mendeley searches the title and the abstracts of articles
(when abstracts are included). The search resulted in 451 articles for further
analysis.

Step 2: Title review
In the next step, the titles of the 451 articles were examined. Articles that
were clearly not relevant for this thesis were excluded based on review of the
titles. As presented below, three inclusion criteria and six exclusion criteria
were used to include and exclude articles. Articles where it was undecided
whether it was relevant or not based solely on the title were also included in
the initial review.
Inclusion criteria:
I.
The article focuses on collaboration. AND
II.
The article is related to information and communication technology.
AND
III.
The article is within a public sector context. OR
IV.
Articles where it was not possible to make a decision if they should
be included or excluded based solely on the title.
Exclusion criteria:
I. The article focuses on information and communication for development
(ICT4D). OR
II. The article focuses on e-health. OR
III. The article focuses on research collaboration. OR
IV. The article focuses on security. OR
V. The article focuses on e-learning. OR
VI. The article was published before 2005.
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The review of the titles of 451 articles resulted in a selection of 278 articles for further review: 173 articles were hence excluded.

Step 3: Review of titles, abstracts and relevant parts of articles
In this step, all the 278 articles were critically examined by reading the abstracts and reading relevant parts of the articles when information in the abstract was insufficient. Additional articles were excluded and included based
on the exclusion and inclusion criteria below.

Inclusion criteria:
I.
II.
III.

The article focuses on collaboration. AND
The article is related to information and communication technology.
AND
The article is within a public sector context.

Exclusion criteria:
I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.
VI.
VII.

The article focuses on information and communication for development (ICT4D). OR
The article focuses on e-health. OR
The article focuses on research collaboration. OR
The article focuses on security. OR
The article focuses on e-learning. OR
The article was published before 2005. OR
The article is not related to collaboration.

This resulted in a selection of 150 articles: hence 128 articles were excluded from the 278 articles. In this review round, the included articles were
reviewed for the main research area(s) that an article addressed, the research
method used, the collaboration interaction(s) addressed (G2G, G2C, G2B,
G2E) and the type of research contribution (e.g., model, framework, etc.).
The characteristics were noted in a spreadsheet along with the title of the
article. Main research area(s) were noted as keywords, allowing for a maximum of three keywords per article.

Step 4: Identify research streams
In order to identify research streams, the articles were sorted based on the
research area (noted keywords) identified in the previous step. Groups of
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articles within the same research area were then read and further sorted into
more fine-grained streams. All of the previous steps were done by the author
of this thesis. To validate the identified research streams, one additional researcher reviewed them.

Identified Research Streams
By reviewing the literature, several main streams within e-government collaboration research were identified. Articles with a main focus on collaboration were sorted into the same category, collaboration in general. In the collected articles, there were also a great number which clearly had a collaborative focus but also another common denominator: these were sorted according to that theme—i.e., open government, interoperability (including
information integration and information sharing), service delivery, and business process management. Also, two smaller stacks of articles were sorted
out—i.e., service delivery and knowledge management. The number of articles related to the different research streams is depicted in Table 1. In the
remainder of this section, research within these different streams is discussed
in order to provide a more fine-grained view of the research undertaken
within the different streams. A complete list of references to the included
articles sorted according to the identified research streams is presented in
Appendix I.
Table 1: Number of articles related to the identified research streams.
Research Stream

Number
of articles

Percentage
of total

Collaboration in general

43

28.7%

Interoperability (information integration and
information sharing)

41

27.3%

Open government

45

30%

Service delivery

9

6%

Business process management

7

4.6%

Additional categories

5

3.3%

Collaboration in general
Articles that clearly state that their focus is collaboration were sorted into
this category. These articles have a number of different focus areas, such as
policy- and decision-making, disaster management, public safety networks,
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voting and democracy, etc. The main focus however, is, on collaboration as
a phenomenon, without any specific mention of any specific area. This category includes 43 articles.
The greatest number of articles, approximately 50 percent, are in the category of trying to answer the “how” question of collaboration—for example,
by suggesting frameworks (Fedorowicz, Gelinas, Gogan, & Williams, 2009;
Hawryszkiewycz, 2012; Hu et al., 2006; Lu, Zhang, & Meng, 2010); models
(Holden & Fletcher, 2005; Kaliva, Panopoulou, Tambouris, & Tarabanis,
2013); or an ontology (Sarantis, Charalabidis, & Askounis, 2009) for collaboration. Others propose factors affecting collaboration (Bhaksar, 2007; Picazo-Vela, Gutiérrez-Martínez, Duhamel, Luna, & Luna-Reyes, 2015;
Schrøder, Hvingel, & Hansen, 2010); management issues for successful collaborations (Bharosa, Voort, Hulstijn, Janssen, Winne, & Wijk, 2011); challenges (Ezz, Papazafeiropoulou, & Serrano, 2009); or opportunities (Kwon,
Pardo, & Burke, 2006) and success factors (Phuaphanthong, Bui, & Keretho,
2010; Puron-Cid, 2012; Puron-Cid, 2013) for collaboration. One article uses
simulation in order to educate public organizations on how to collaborate
(Klievink & Janssen, 2010). Markus and Bui (2011) examine three perspectives (interpersonal interactions, financial ownership, and legal forms) on the
governance of interorganizational alliances of IT infrastructures and investigate the perspectives’ applicability to interorganizational network infrastructures. Many of these are based on empirical case studies within different egovernment projects. Three articles (Puron-Cid, 2011; Puron-Cid, 2012;
Puron-Cid, 2013), all written by the same author, use or extend structuration
theory as a lens when studying adoption in e-government initiatives in Mexico. One article (Lu et al., 2010) applies and extends Bryson’s (Bryson, Crosby, & Stone, 2006) framework for studying cross-sector collaboration, and
yet another (Williams & Fedorowicz, 2012) use rational choice and institutional theory. None of the other articles introduces or uses any specific theories.
The next largest collection of articles with a common denominator is
eight articles that design, propose or present solutions for facilitating collaboration. Examples of systems supporting collaboration are a collaborative
application for national disaster prevention in Mexico using GIS technology
(Quintero, Torres, Moreno, & Guzmán, 2005); requirements analysis for a
system to support multiorganizational collaborative groups (Harris, Sun, &
Adams, 2009); and the presentation of an integrated specification language
and user interface for collaboration between government organizations tested
in a US context (Su, Xiao, DePree, Beck, Thomas, Coggeshall, & Bostock,
2011). One article (Karacapilidis, Loukis, & Dimopoulos, 2005) uses design
science to develop a web-based system for public policy and decision making, using the technology acceptance model (e.g. Davis, 1986) for evaluation
in a case study in Greece. Another article uses survey research to investigate
law officers’ acceptance and use of a mobile extension of an earlier devel41

oped system called COPLINK (Hu, Chen, Hu, Larson, & Butierez, 2011),
and argues that perceived usefulness, which in turn depends on both efficiency gains and social influence, had the largest impact on acceptance. The
rest of the articles do not specify any method or methodology in their articles.
Two articles address the “what” question in regard to collaboration. Kim,
Lee and Kim (2008) investigate the connection between e-government maturity and demands for collaboration in the Gangnam district in Seoul, arguing that the demand for collaboration differs for each stage in a maturity
model consisting of three steps. The other article (Khan & Park, 2013) performs a literature review and introduces a hybrid approach of social networks and triple helix to study collaboration patterns in e-government at
different levels—i.e., regional, country and institutional.
Three articles (Becker, Niehaves, & Ortbach, 2009; Ferro & Sorrentino,
2010; Sorrentino & Ferro, 2008) investigate the effect of collaboration on egovernment development. One article (Sorrentino & Ferro, 2008) tries to
answer questions such as “Does the answer to e-government development lie
in intermunicipal collaboration?” and performs an exploratory study in Italy.
The findings show that intermunicipal collaboration can ease the coordination of dependent issues, rationalize existing resources through software use,
and avoid dispersal of e-government resources. The article written by Ferro
and Sorrentino (2010) is on the same subject and by the same authors. The
last article (Becker et al., 2009) argues that collaboration between municipalities can help in addressing the societal aging problem for the public sector
by reducing the costs associated with an elderly population.
The rest of the articles clearly focus on collaboration but have many differences, and have therefore not been fitted into any specific category. Examples of areas within these articles are Lev-On and Hardin (2008) who
investigates the political significance of internet-based collaboration (LevOn & Hardin, 2008); management of stakeholder interest in Singapore (Tan,
Pan, & Lim, 2005); the initial efforts on the creation of a theory for interorganizational collaboration within e-government (Luna-Reyes & Andersen,
2013), where causal maps are drawn to enhance the understanding of failure
and success; and the challenges of interorganizational IT governance in
Egypt (Klischewski, 2014). Finally, one article (Reddick, 2008) performs a
survey of state government CIOs in the United States that examines dimensions of collaboration: the survey results point towards the most collaboration taking place within state governments, while collaboration with citizens
is quite rare.
No articles were found that question the importance or positive effects of
collaboration or e-government in general. No article discussed the possible
negative effects of collaboration or e-government, although some mentioned
that the expected positive outcomes have not yet been realized. One article
(Joia, 2007) reports on a failure from Brazil and argues that important les42

sons can also be learned from failures within e-government initiatives, especially knowledge on why the initiative fell short of expectations.

Interoperability (information integration/information sharing)
This category includes 41 articles. Approximately half of the research articles in the interoperability category, which also includes articles on information integration and information sharing, focus on the “how to” through
identification of factors influencing a single or several initiatives (e.g.,
Bigdeli, Kamal, & de Cesare, 2013; Fedorowicz, Gogan, & Williams, 2007;
Gharawi & Dawes, 2013; Lee & Rao, 2007).
A common theme is that several factors interplay with one another, and
several articles point out that no single factor is responsible for success or
failure. Also, most factors are described and classified at a high level—for
example, organizational, technical and environmental factors. These factors
can be expressed as, for example, hindrances, enablers, success factors, barriers, and challenges. Two articles (Brugger, Fraefel, & Riedl, 2014;
Klievink, Zuiderwijk, & Janssen, 2014) include several stakeholder perspectives; the rest are focused on government to government collaboration. Aside
from identifying factors, two studies also investigate relationships between
identified factors (Dawes, Gharawi, & Burke, 2012; Fedorowicz et al., 2007)
and one article (Nam & Pardo, 2013) conducts a comparative case study of
service integration on a local level using two US municipalities as cases.
Most of the articles are empirical: two articles mention the use of theoretical
lenses—rational choice and institutional theory (Williams, Fedorowicz, &
Tomasino, 2010), and IT acceptance theory, social exchange theory, and
distributional justice perspective (Lee & Rao, 2007)—and another uses a
framework (Scholl, Kubicek, Cimander, & Klischewski, 2012). None of the
authors of the articles seems to take active part in the initiatives they are
studying, and the articles stay on a high level with regard to, for example,
stakeholders (governments, businesses, and citizens).
Six articles represent the next largest collection of articles with a common
theme. All are aiming to improve the current state by designing, proposing,
or presenting solutions (Choi, Chun, Kim, & Keromytis, 2013; Chun &
Warner, 2010; Mittu, Guleyupoglu, Johnson, Barlow, Dowdy, & McCarthy,
2008; Su, 2005; Wang, Song, Hamilton, & Curwell, 2007; Warner & Chun,
2009). One example is Su (2005), where a system for achieving information
integration is designed in collaboration with stakeholders and end users from
two countries in Latin America. A prototype of the solution is described in
the article. Two articles (Chun & Warner, 2010; Warner & Chun, 2009),
written by the same authors, propose using tags to annotate resources such as
data, documents and services in a social media environment. Tagging will
facilitate both the finding and the evaluation of information. The proposed
system is not evaluated or applied in a real setting. In two articles (Choi et
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al., 2013; Wang et al., 2007), systems are developed either conceptually or
based on knowledge from previous studies; none is evaluated in a real setting.
Three articles propose tools: i.e., models (Luna-Reyes, Andersen, Richardson, Pardo, & Cresswell, 2007; Navarrete, Gil-Garcia, Mellouli, Pardo, &
Scholl, 2010) or maps for data representation, (Williams, Dias, Fedorowicz,
Jacobson, Vilvovsky, Sawyer, & Tyworth, 2009) intended to generate
knowledge about collaboration. In other words, these articles provide research tools for performing studies on technology-facilitated collaboration in
a public setting with a specific focus on information sharing.
The rest of the articles (Canestraro, Pardo, Raup-Kounovsky, & Taratus,
2009; Gil-Garcia, 2012; Gil-Garcia, Guler, Pardo, & Burke, 2010; Klischewski & Abubakr, 2010; Kosta, Kalloniatis, Mitrou, & Gritzalis, 2010; Pardo,
Gil-Garcia, & Burke, 2007; Sołtysik-Piorunkiewicz & Banasikowska, 2013;
Yang & Wu, 2013) have different focuses and no common denominator with
regards to either focus, methodology or contribution has been found. One
article (Gil-Garcia et al., 2010) has a single focus on trust and identifies determinants of trust in information sharing between governments; it also provides propositions for receiving a high level of trust.
Worth noting is that only one article out of all 40 articles related to interoperability, information sharing, and information integration is any extent
critical, and raises a potential negative aspect of interoperability in connection to social media—i.e., the extensiveness of private and personal information that could possibly be shared and spread (Kosta et al., 2010). All the
rest of the articles are explicitly or implicitly regarding interoperability, information sharing and information integration as something good and desirable.

Open government
The open government category includes 45 articles. There is a strong emphasis on technological determinism and on the US context within the open
government category. Several articles (e.g., Chun et al., 2010; Drogkaris,
Gritzalis, & Lambrinoudakis, 2010) are mostly visionary and regard Web
2.0, social media and open data as an imperative and the solution to many
problems. These articles postulate that participation and collaboration are
ubiquitous and technology is creating democratic societies only by being
implemented. One prominent example that captures the visionary future
described in these articles is the study by Kokkinakos, Koussouris, Panopoulos, Askounis, Ramfos, Georgousopoulos and Wittern (2012, p. 44), who
state that “ Societies witness more than ever that Web 2.0 and social media
in particular, constitute the emerging, if not already established, mass collaboration and cooperation platform between citizens and administrations”.
A few articles (Khan, 2015; Lee & Kwak, 2011; Lee & Kwak, 2012; Vel44

jković, Bogdanović-Dinić, & Stoimenov, 2014) propose different ways of
measuring maturity. All share the commonality of regarding open government from the view of the more open (i.e., the more transparent, participatory, collaborative) the better; also, none of them is based on empirical studies.
Compared to the interoperability category, there are fewer empirical articles (e.g., Brainard & McNutt, 2010; Oliveira & Welch, 2013; Panagiotopoulos, Bigdeli, & Sams, 2014; Puron-Cid, 2014; Sandoval-Almazan &
Gil-Garcia, 2012; Scholl & Luna-Reyes, 2011) within the open government
category. These are mainly focused on investigating how social media tools
are used in governments and on inhibitors and enablers for the adoption of
such tools. A common theme is that they to large extent give a different picture from that provided in the visionary articles. Although the articles are
still mostly positive toward open government, the empirical articles provide
examples of open government in reality, and examples include: (i) how CIOs
in the United States are quite satisfied with achievements for transparency
but less satisfied with achievements on collaborative and participatory aspects (Ganapati & Reddick, 2012); (ii) chief administrative officers in United States municipalities consider themselves to have a high degree of collaboration with citizens and businesses in decision making processes (Ganapati
& Reddick, 2014); (iii) there are difficulties in making the visions of “an
inclusive and power-balanced democracy of the 21 century a reality” (Scholl
& Luna-Reyes, 2011, p.1); (iv) enablers and inhibitors for open government
are related to several categories such as IT, context, organization, collaboration, and knowledge and trust (Puron-Cid, 2014); and (v) an exploration of
online discussion groups between police and local residents in Washington
D.C., where the activities remained mostly informational and somewhat
transactional, and almost no collaborative activity was identified (Brainard
& McNutt, 2010). One successful initiative is also described when Twitter
helped mobilize actions during a riot; both government agencies and citizens
were suggesting and promoting different actions through Twitter (Panagiotopoulos, Bigdeli, & Sams, 2014).

Service delivery
Nine articles were sorted into the service delivery category. Four of these
articles (Becker, Niehaves & Krause, 2009a; Becker, Niehaves & Krause,
2009b; Depaoli, Sorrentino & Marco, 2014; Janssen, Kamal, Weerakoddy,
& Joha, 2012) use a case study methodology. Janssen et al. (2012) study
three cases of shared service development projects using core competency
and absorptive theories to investigate how these shared service arrangements
are influenced by the type of organizations involved, the relationship between the organizations, the geographical locations, and the absorptive capacity. The article written by Becker et al. (2009a) has a similar approach
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and investigates three cases in a local German context in order to identify
preconditions for shared service emergence. The preconditions, such as cost
pressure, and the existence of prior cooperation and key actors, also affect
the type of shared service—either a centralized service center or a decentralized, shared service network. Becker et al. (2009b) is written on the same
empirical data, but covers only two of the German cases; the same conclusions are drawn in both articles. Depaoli et al. (2014) investigate shared service organizations through a case study in Italy, while Behera, Mohanty,
Nayak, Misra, Verma, Panda and Mohapatra (2009) propose the development of a shared government portal for Indian districts to facilitate collaboration between governments, businesses and citizens. The article written by
Liu (2013) takes a similar tone and investigates cross-departmental collaboration in the development of government one-stop centers in China. The
authors argue that the driving motives in China differ from the drivers identified for collaboration in western countries. Araujo, Taher, van den Heuvel
and Cappelli (2013) use the COCKPIT project to discuss how to enforce
government-citizen ties in designing and delivering services, and van
Veenstra, Janssen and Klievink (2009) suggest using supply chain management theory to enhance the integrated service delivery among governmental
organizations. Lastly, Paagman, Tate, Furtmueller and de Bloom’s (2015)
article presents a literature review with an empirical validation of motives
for introducing shared services in governments. Again, it is noted that all
articles regard shared services and e-government in general as a positive
change and an improvement for all the mentioned stakeholders.

Business process management
Seven articles related to business process management collaboration were
found. Three of them describe factors that impact open process innovation
(Niehaves, 2009b; Niehaves, 2009a; Niehaves & Plattfaut, 2011), and three
of the articles propose business process modeling approaches (Chourabi,
Mellouli, & Bouslama, 2009; Ciaghi, Mattioli, & Villafiorita, 2010; Jiang,
Dignum, Tan, & Overbeek, 2011). Jiang et al. (2011) propose a contextaware interorganizational modeling approach to support collaboration between governments and private businesses. Chourabi et al. (2009) propose a
modeling approach combining two modeling techniques. One of the techniques (BPMapping) is for visual representation of different types of business process, while the other technique (UN/CEFACT modeling methodology) concerns collaborations and interactions between business processes
(Chourabi et al., 2009). Ciaghi et al. (2010) present a modeling approach that
allows for the mapping of changes in laws in process diagrams. The last
BPM-related article discusses how activity based costing can support business process improvements and how actors can collaborate (Jackson, 2013).
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Additional categories
Two additional but small categories are on collaboration in relation to smart
cities (de Azambuja, Lheureux-De-Freitas, Moreira, & Macadar, 2014; GilGarcia & Aldama-Nalda, 2013; Scholl & AlAwadhi, 2015) and knowledge
management and sharing (Ireson & Burel, 2010; Pardo, Cresswell, Thompson & Zhang, 2006; Yoo, Hawryszkiewycz & Kang, 2013).

Summary
In this literature review, a variety of research domains and concepts have
been related to collaborative e-government. The review emphasizes the multidisciplinary nature of this research area and the lack of overall theories for
collaborative e-government. The review is also in line with the impression
given by Meijer and Bekkers (2015), who perform a literature review on egovernment in general, that there is a bias towards explaining rather than
understanding, and that the level of analysis is mainly on a holistic level
rather than looking at the behavior or attitudes of single actors. The same
bias is also visible in this review, especially on the level of analysis, and is
thereby also present within collaborative e-government. The use of imported
theory but the lack of defining particular specific theories, as stated by Bannister and Connolly (2015), is also confirmed for collaborative egovernment. Although, only a few theories are explicitly mentioned in this
collection of articles, while the study by Bannister and Connolly (2015) reports on a large number of imported theories present in e-government research. Interesting to note is that only one research article (Hu et al., 2011)
addressing collaboration related to m-government was found in the literature
review.
There is additional research literature written about the different domains
to which the identified research streams are related—e.g., information integration and open government. This literature review is limited to egovernment research articles mentioning collaborative and/or collaboration
in the title and/or the abstract. Other search words would probably generate a
different collection of articles.
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Chapter IV: Projects and Cases

This thesis builds on the work performed in two research projects and
through studying several cases. In this chapter, the research projects and the
studied cases are presented.

The Open Social e-Services Project
The aim of the open social e-service project was to develop open social eservices with the purpose to foster a more open, accessible, service oriented
and professional social department. A number of e-services were developed
in the project and integrated with a municipality administrative system. More
specifically, e-services for applying for emergency phone, part-time successor and companion service were developed. Municipalities offer these services to handicapped and elderly citizens in Sweden. Part-time successor is a
relief service for people who care for an elderly or disabled relative. Aging
and disabled people can get assistance to attend activities in close proximity
to their home; this service is called companion service. Emergency phone is
an alarm worn on the arm which is connected to a phone. The alarm can be
used to call for assistance if something unexpected happens and the person
needs help.
The project first received funding from the Swedish Governmental Agency for Innovation Systems to develop the e-services; thereafter, additional
funding was received from the same funder for an extension of the project.
The aim of the project extension was to develop additional e-services for the
application of home-care services. Handicapped and elderly citizens in Sweden can get help with daily chores—e.g., cleaning, window cleaning, laundry, grocery shopping and meal delivery; these services are named homecare
services.
The complete project lasted for three years between 2009 and 2012. Two
Swedish municipalities, IT vendors, two consultants and academics from the
disciplines of information systems, social work and law participated in the
project. The author of this thesis was involved in the main project but had a
more active role in the project extension. One research article based on the
extension of the project was accepted at a research conference (Lönn, Uppström, Wohed, & Juell-Skielse, 2012).
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The Munizapp Project
The aim with the Munizapp (municipality and application) project was to
develop an m-government solution for reporting complaints and problems to
municipalities through mobile devices. Complaints and problems can, for
example, be broken streetlights or potholes in the street. The solution was
developed iteratively by using an agile project management approach. The
project lasted for one and a half years, between January 2012 and June 2013.
It was funded by The Swedish Governmental Agency for Innovation Systems and NordForsk. The solution is today a commercial product offered to
municipalities. Nine Swedish municipalities are today enabled in the solution, and five of these municipalities are actively using the solution.
The project was conducted as a collaboration between Stockholm University and a software vendor from Iceland (Idega), a software vendor from
Estonia (Mobi Solutions), and a consultant from the company Humantec.
Ten Swedish municipalities were also involved in the project. Participants
from Stockholm University were responsible for collecting requirements and
developing a requirement specification for the solution, and for testing and
evaluating the solution. They were also responsible for the publication and
dissemination of research results. The consultant from Humantec was responsible for municipality relations and management of the project, together
with the participants from Stockholm University. Mobi Solutions, was responsible for developing the front-end for reporting complaints and problems (an app), and Idega, was responsible for integration and the back-end of
the solution.
The author of this thesis was involved as an active participant throughout
the whole project. The author contributed to the project by performing process analysis, gathering requirement and developing a requirements specification for the solution, demonstrating the solution for stakeholders, and performing evaluation activities.
Five research articles based on the project were accepted by research conferences (Lönn & Uppström, 2013a; Lönn & Uppström, 2013b; Lönn &
Uppström, & Nilsson, 2016; Uppström & Lönn, 2013; Uppström & Nilsson,
2012) and a licentiate thesis accepted by Stockholm University (Lönn,
2014). Two Master’s theses have also been written and accepted by Stockholm University (Müller, 2013; Takımoğlu, 2012).

The Shared Submission Function Initiative
The shared submission function initiative is an ongoing collaboration project
between Swedish county administrative boards and the Swedish Forest
Agency. The county administrative boards are 21 independent national
(state) authorities, each responsible for a geographic region (county). They
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function as a link between citizens and municipalities, as well as a link between the government and other national authorities; they are the representatives of the Swedish government in regions. The Forest Agency is responsible for forest-related matters; it is an independent national authority and the
organization is divided into a number of districts with local presence
throughout the country. These authorities have been commissioned by the
Swedish government to develop the shared submission function for forest
owners in collaboration with one another.
The collaborating authorities have a long-term vision to develop a single
point of contact for forest owners and businesses; the solution will be a joint
solution for the authorities and will have national coverage. The objective is
to simplify and improve the interaction between authorities and forest owners and between authorities and businesses, and to improve the efficiency
and effectiveness in the administration of forest-related matters.
The authorities have started on this journey by engaging in a collaboration
initiative, and this particular initiative is studied in this research. The initiative aims to develop a method for continuing work on the governance of the
joint submission function (administration and processes), to develop an IT
solution which allows for the integration of case processes in the shared
submission function, and to develop e-services and common processes for
case types. There are 35 different forest-related case types handled by the
authorities today. In the initiative, a prototype incorporating three of the case
types is being developed and used to design the method.
The county administrative boards and the Forest Agency are involved in
this initiative; the solution, however, concerns additional authorities—i.e., all
municipalities in Sweden (290), the Environmental Protection Agency, the
National Heritage Board, the Agency for Marine and Water Management,
and the Transport Administration. These stakeholders are concerned either
by being involved in the process for handling forest-related matters or by
being providers of forest-related information. The involvement of these
stakeholders is optional since they have not been commissioned by the government to participate in the initiative. In Sweden, there are also 330,000
forest owners and a number of forest businesses, all potential users of the
solution.
The author of this thesis and another researcher were involved by observing and analyzing the initiative. The researchers did not take part directly in
any design activities; nor did they intervene to study change. The researchers
have provided an analysis of the initiative and recommendations to the Forest Agency and county administrative boards regarding open government
and collaboration, which might impact the continuous work of the initiative.
The analysis and the recommendations have been communicated through a
report (Uppström & Lönn, 2015). One research article has been written
based on the initiative and accepted to a research conference (Lönn & Upp-
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ström, 2016) and another article has been written and submitted to a journal
(Uppström & Lönn, 2016).

Digital Archive Initiatives
There are several digital archive initiatives in Sweden. One initiative is the earkiv and e-diarium (eARD) initiative that was performed between 2011 and
2014. Within the initiative, national authorities, municipalities and county
councils from Sweden have together developed common metadata specifications for digital archives. The specifications describe the structure and
metadata for communication and integration and are intended for authorities
in Sweden and commercial actors to use when developing, acquiring and
implementing solutions within the area of digital archives (Kristianson,
Almalander, & Geber, 2013). The National Archives of Sweden continues to
coordinate and develop the specification in collaboration with a number of
different public organizations (Kristianson et al., 2013).
Another digital archive initiative in Sweden is the GOINFO initiative.
The initiative was taken in the Municipality of Härnösand, a Swedish municipality with approximately 25,000 inhabitants. Swedish legislation dictates
that salary data of municipality employees need to be preserved and accessible for 70 years. The objective of this initiative is to archive salary data digitally. This was done through an in-house implementation, in collaboration
with a vendor, where data stored in information systems at the municipality
is retrieved (Päivärinta, Samuelsson, Jonsson, & Swensson, 2014).
The Swedish Association of Local Authorities and Regions (SALAR) is
an association that represents and supports local authorities in Sweden. It has
engaged in another digital archive initiative, where it has established a
framework agreement that forms a general-level basis for future digital archive procurement. Public organizations can make call-offs from the framework agreement when procuring digital archives and related services. The
aim of the framework agreement is to facilitate the procurement, adoption
and management of digital archives (SALAR, 2015).
Sydarkivera is an additional digital archive initiative taken in Sweden.
Sydarkivera is a jointly owned association consisting of one Swedish county
and ten municipalities. A board governs the association and each of the
member organizations has a representative on the board. The association
functions as a common archiving organization for the eleven public organizations. It thereby takes the legal responsibility for archiving from its members. The aim is to administer a joint digital archiving solution and to take
care of archiving related tasks (Sydarkivera, 2015).
The Swedish National Service Center (NSC) is an authority that offers
services for administrative support—e.g., financial administration and ecommerce—to other authorities. The focus is to foster collaboration and
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optimize the service delivery to authorities. The NSC has been assigned by
the Swedish government to establish a shared digital archive service. The
service is intended to be an intermediate archiving solution that preserves
public information before final archiving at the Swedish National Archive.
The objective of the shared service is to facilitate the management of public
documentation and to improve the service quality offered to citizens. The
solution will be offered to all national authorities in Sweden. NSC is developing the solution in collaboration with the National Archive in Sweden, and
seven authorities are participating in specifying requirements for the solution.
The author of this thesis have observed and analyzed these initiatives and
hence not been an active participant. One research article has been written
based on the initiatives and accepted to a research conference (Lönn, JuellSkielse & Päivärinta, 2016) and, one application for research grants, based
on the analysis of these initiatives, have been written and submitted to a research funding agency.
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Chapter V: Methodology

Linking Research Questions, Methods, Projects and
Cases
Research question one was examined within the Munizapp project by using
design science research to design and evaluate the m-government solution.
Research question two was pursued through the open social e-service project
and the shared submission function initiative. The research question two was
addressed through the open social e-service project by using design science
to design and evaluate a configurable process model, and the shared submission function initiative was studied as a case in order to investigate boundary
objects. Research question three was addressed through a multiple case study
on the digital archive initiatives presented in the previous chapter. Table 2
summarizes the research approaches, data sources and empirical bases for
each of the thesis research questions.
Table 2: Research approach, data sources and empirical base used to address the
thesis research questions.
Research
Question

Research
Approach

Data Sources

Empirical Base

RQ.1

Design science

Focus group interviews,
secondary data

Munizapp project

RQ.2

Design science
and case study

Focus group interviews, indepth interviews, secondary
data

Open social eservices project and
shared submission
function project

RQ.3

Case study

Secondary data, focus
group interviews, survey
data

Five cases (egovernment initiatives)
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Methodological Approaches
“Good social science is problem-driven and not methodology-driven, in the
sense that it employs those methods which for a given problematic best help
answer the research questions at hand” (Flyvbjerg, 2006, p. 26).

In IS research, design science and behavioral science are “complimentary
but distinct” research paradigms; both paradigms are important and encompass people, organizations and technology (Hevner, March, Park, & Ram,
2004, p. 76). Design science aims to form new and alternative futures by
designing new IT artifacts, while traditional IS paradigms seek to find the
truth by studying the past (Purao, 2002). Research methods within the behavior science paradigm are based on natural science research methods and
the methods are used with the aim of developing and verifying theories (Hevner et al., 2004). Theories are used to predict or explain both human and
organizational behavior that affects information systems in achieving their
intended purpose (Hevner et al., 2004).
In this thesis, two methodological choices have been made to address the
research questions: design science research and case study research. This
thesis thus both designs new IT artifacts for collaboration and studies collaboration as a contemporary phenomenon. This chapter continues with a description of the research methodologies used, followed by description of the
research processes and how the research methods were applied in order to
address the research questions.

Design Science Research
Design science is rooted in engineering and the science of the artificial (Simon, 1996). Design science focuses on developing and evaluating IT artifacts that address known organizational problems (Hevner et al., 2004),
meanwhile generating knowledge contributing to a specific area. Thereby
design science differs from mere design (Hevner et al., 2004). Design science widens organizations’ abilities by creating knowledge about a problem
and its solution, and it should yield utility (Hevner et al., 2004).
Design consists of both a process and a product (Walls, Widmeyer, & El
Sawy, 1992); these “cannot be entirely independent, since the design processes must yield the product to be designed” (Walls et al., 1992, p. 42).
Products produced in design science are referred to as artifacts. March and
Smith (1995) describe four design science artifacts, these being constructs,
models, methods and instantiations. Constructs are concepts describing a
specific area and its problems and solutions (March & Smith, 1995). Models
visualize a problem and its solution space (Simon, 1996) by illustrating relationships between constructs (March & Smith, 1995). Building on constructs
and models, methods describe the activities needed to perform a task (March
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& Smith, 1995). Methods provide assistance on how to examine the solution
space and thereby solve problems (Hevner et al., 2004). Constructs, models
and methods are operationalized through instantiations; however, instantiations can be designed before formalization of the underlying constructs,
models and methods (March & Smith, 1995). Instantiations can instead be
designed based on qualified guessing and experience, and the constructs,
models and methods the instantiation operationalizes are formalized when
the instantiation is studied in its working environment (March & Smith,
1995).
The design process can be seen as the two processes: build and evaluate
(March & Smith, 1995), the build process is the actual activities used to create the artifact, while the evaluation process assesses how well the artifact
resolves its addressed problem (Hevner et al., 2004). A variety of evaluation
methods can be used to evaluate an artifact (Hevner et al., 2004; Peffers,
Tuunanen, Rothenberger, & Chatterjee, 2007)—for instance, by using observational, analytical, experimental, testing and descriptive evaluation
methods (Hevner et al., 2004, p. 86). The outcome from the evaluation process is used to create a better understanding of the addressed problem and
can also be used for improving the artifact and the design process (Hevner et
al., 2004). This can be repeated several times (Markus, Majchrzak, & Gasser, 2002). Design science research proponents stress that design science
artifacts should provide utility (Hevner et al., 2004; Peffers et al., 2007),
where the evaluation of how well the solution solves the problem is usually
considered as the utility of the artifact. Rohde, Stevens, Brödner and Wulf
(2009) criticize Hevner et al. (2004) in terms of the evaluation methods and
argue that the evaluation of design science artifacts in real world settings
should be mandatory.
An extensively discussed topic in IS research is research rigor and relevance to practice (e.g., Kuechler & Vaishnavi, 2011). An objective with
design science research is to provide practical relevance (Kuechler & Vaishnavi, 2011). Gregor and Hevner (2013) claim that design science have become a legitimate research paradigm in information system research, while
other researchers state that design science encounters difficulties in becoming fully acknowledged by traditional IS research communities (Goes, 2014;
Iivari, 2007) and in getting accepted to leading IS publication outlets (Iivari,
2007). This implies that practical significance is considered of less value
than theoretical significance. Pries-Heje and Baskerville (2013) seem to consider that the practical contribution of a developed artifact should also be
regarded as scientifically valuable as opposed to only valuing research based
on its theoretical contribution. There is an ongoing discussion on different
aspects of the design science research process and the resulting artifacts,
together with the role of theory (Baskerville, Kaul, & Storey, 2015). Several
frameworks and principles have emerged for conducting, justifying, and
evaluating design science research (e.g., Baskerville, Lyytinen, Sam57

bamurthy, & Straub, 2011; Hevner et al., 2004; Kuechler & Vaishnavi, 2008,
2011; Lee, Thomas, & Baskerville, 2015; McKay, Marshall, &Hirschheim,
2012; Peffers et al., 2007; Venable, Pries-Heje, & Baskerville, 2014). Examples of different variants of design science methods also exist—e.g., action
design research (Sein, Henfridsson, Purao, Rossi, & Lindgren, 2011) and
design ethnography (Baskerville & Myers, 2015).

Case Study Research
Case study research is a commonly used research approach in several research disciplines (Thomas, 2011). Within social science, case study research focuses on organizations by collecting empirical evidence from people working in the studied organizations (Myers, 2009). Case study research
examines “a contemporary phenomenon within its real life context when the
boundary between the phenomenon and its context is not clearly evident”
(Yin, 2003). In case studies, the focus is on in-depth investigation of complex situations (Denscombe, 2010; Simons, 2009) to form a ‘how and why’
understanding of a phenomenon (Yin, 2009). The case study researcher studies the complexity in the interplay between several factors in one or a few
cases as opposed to studying few factors in a large set of cases (Thomas,
2011). Yin (2009) describes the case (or cases) as a “natural occurring” phenomenon; this means that the studied phenomenon is not invented by the
researcher and exists before the research project (Denscombe, 2010).
Denscombe (2010, p. 55) further describes a case as social phenomenon that
is “fairly self-contained” and has “fairly distinct boundaries”. This implies
that a case is rather independent and that it can, to a certain extent, be distinguished from other cases. The case boundaries are thereby a part of what
defines the case and the researcher therefore needs to clarify and explicate
these boundaries (Denscombe, 2010).
Denscombe (2010) argue that random selection of a case to be used as a
unit of analysis should be avoided. The researcher should instead intentionally choose a case based on known and distinct characteristics of the case
(Denscombe, 2010). A case can, for instance, be chosen because it deviates
from other available options and thereby is unique in some way, or a case
can be selected because it shares some important characteristics with other
available options: it is therefore a typical case in the sense that it is representative within a class of cases (Denscombe, 2010). A case is often selected
based on the latter (a typical case), but still selecting such a case out of convenience should be avoided unless the researcher is “deciding between
equally suitable alternatives” (Denscombe, 2010, p. 58).
Yin (2003) classifies case studies as explanatory, exploratory and descriptive and distinguishes single and multiple case studies. If the research
wants to compare different cases to explore similarities and/or differences
between them, a multiple case study can be used (Baxter & Jack, 2008).
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The case study approach is often criticized for the difficulty of generalizing from a single case (e.g., Bhattacherjee, 2012; Thomas, 2015). Hammersley and Gomm (2000), describes a trade off between the increasing capacity
of generalizability from studying a large set of cases and the increased richness and depth in knowledge that can be provided by focusing on a small
number of cases. Flyvbjerg (2006), state that a common misunderstanding is
that generalizations from case study research is not possible. Denscombe
(2010) explains that by identifying and describing the relevant characteristics
of a case and thereby justifying it as a representative case among a class of
cases, a foundation for the generalization of the results can be created.
Hammersley and Gomm (2000), provides another view by stating that case
study researcher should not concern themselves with claiming generalizability of their findings, it is instead important how others make use of the findings. Therefore, transferability and the similar concept of naturalistic generalizations are more relevant to discuss in relation to case study research
(Hammersley & Gomm, 2000).

Research Process
Research question I
To answer the question of how an m-government solution that facilitates
collaboration between municipalities and citizens can be designed, design
science research was used, since the aim was to design and evaluate an IT
artifact that addresses an organizational problem (Hevner et al., 2004). An
artifact in the form of an instantiation was developed and the research was
conducted in accordance with Peffers et al.’s (2007) design science research
methodology. Peffers et al. (2007) propose a design science research process
consisting of six steps: problem identification and motivation; definition of
the objectives for a solution; design and development; demonstration; evaluation; and communication (Peffers et al., 2007). In the remaining of this
section the research process followed is described, the research process is
also described in the corresponding research article Lönn, Uppström and
Nilsson (2016) and in the author’s licentiate thesis Lönn (2014).
Step I: Problem identification and motivation.
The design problem in this research is how to design an m-government solution that enables citizen sourcing and thereby facilitates collaboration between municipalities and citizens. The theoretical motivation of the problem
is based on research performed by Sandoval-Almazan et al. (2012).
Sandoval-Almazan et al. (2012, p.1) claim that by combining m-government
and open government, there is the potential to “transform the relationship
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between government and the public”; however, research is lacking. The
practical motivation is the need for Swedish municipalities to improve existing solutions in order to incorporate citizens as providers for monitoring; this
is in accordance with the proposition by Linders et al. (2012). Furthermore,
Juell-Skielse (2010), suggest complaint and problem management as a suitable service to be enabled through mobile devices. It is one of the most commonly offered services by Swedish municipalities and is therefore regarded
as a suitable service through which to provide a proof of concept.
Step II: Definition of objectives of the solution.
In accordance with Hevner et al.’s (2004) view that design is a search process, the definition of the objectives of the solution was formed iteratively
along with an investigation of the problem space—i.e., problems related to
complaint and problem management in regard to open government (government 2.0) and business process management. Based on a literature review of
e- and m-government, high level requirements for the solution were identified. To widen and deepen the understanding of the problem space related to
the solution and to identify additional requirements for the solution, focus
group interviews (Beck, Trombetta, & Share, 1986; Kitzinger, 1994) with
municipality officials were conducted. The focus group interviews allowed
for gaining an insight into and a deepened understanding of municipality
officials’ perception and experiences (Denscombe, 2010) of the problem
space. The aim of the focus group interviews was to analyze and model the
municipalities’ processes for handling complaints and problems and to gather requirements for the solution. The focus group sessions in this research
were organized through ten workshops with municipality officials. Workshops were held in five different Swedish municipalities, one at a time. All
the participating municipalities volunteered to participate and they were all
interested in using an m-service to manage complaints and problems. The
sampling approach for choosing municipalities thus had elements of purposive sampling (Denscombe, 2010). Between two and ten municipality officials participated during each workshop; counting all the officials, a total of
41 different individuals participated in the workshops. A high level official
from each municipality made the selection of relevant municipality representatives who participated in the workshops. The municipal officials who
participated had different roles, including administrators, registry clerks,
Chief Information Officers and Chief Financial Officers. The administrators
and registry clerks all worked with complaints and problems in their municipality. These participants were chosen since they were expected to have experience and knowledge about the topic, thereby being able to provide valuable insights. Hence they were purposively chosen (Denscombe, 2010).
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Step III: Design and development.
The m-government solution was developed iteratively, where three prototype
versions were developed: (i) the app; (ii) the app integrated with an eplatform; and (iii) the final solution integrated with the case management
system (CMS). In line with Hevner et al.’s (2004) perception that design
science research can start with “simplified conceptualizations and representations of problems” (Hevner et al., 2004, p. 85), the first version of the prototype was designed based on initial knowledge of the problem. The design
of the solution was then improved in prototype versions two and three,
alongside widening and deepening the understanding of the problem and
based on outcomes from evaluations of the prototype.
During this design phase, it was noted that integration between front- (the
app) and back-end (municipality CMS) was important for the solution to be
usable. Four different vendors of CMS were therefore approached; integration of the solution into their CMS was discussed and negotiated with the
vendors.
Step IV: Demonstration.
The solution was demonstrated on several occasions. It was demonstrated for
municipalities and citizens. The solution was presented and demonstrated for
twenty municipalities during one CMS vendor annual user meeting. The
solution has also been demonstrated for the research funder and three
demonstrations were performed for other public sector representatives. The
solution has also been demonstrated for three CMS vendors.
Step V: Evaluations.
Evaluations of design science artifacts can be performed in different ways by
using different methods (Hevner et al., 2004; Peffers et al., 2007). The solution was evaluated using several evaluation methods proposed by Hevner et
al. (2004)—i.e., experimental, testing and descriptive evaluation methods, as
shown in table 3. Since evaluations can provide feedback to previous conducted design activities (Hevner et al., 2004; Peffers et al., 2007), results
from the evaluations were used to improve the design of the solution.
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Table 3: Evaluation methods used in this research (also presented in Lönn, 2014).
Evaluation
Type

Evaluation Method

Evaluation Activity

Experimental

“Controlled Experiment:
Study artifact in controlled
environment for qualities
(e.g. performance)” (Hevner
et al., 2004, p 86).

Iterative prototype testing by
project participants.

“Simulation: execute artifact
with artificial data” (ibid).

Iterative prototype testing with
test data by project participants.

Testing

“Functional (Black Box)
Testing: Execute artifact
interfaces to discover failures and identify defects”
(Hevner et al., 2004, p 86).

Iterative prototype testing by
project participants.
Functional test of final prototype by Apple.

Descriptive

“Informed Argument: Use
information from the
knowledge base (e.g. relevant research) to build a
convincing argument for the
artifact’s utility” (Hevner et
al., 2004, p 86).

Theoretical evaluation of prototype (Uppström & Lönn, 2013).

“Scenarios: Construct detailed scenarios around the
artifact to demonstrate its
utility” (Hevner et al., 2004,
p 86).

Demonstrations, tests and evaluations of final prototype version with citizens and municipalities.
Demonstrations of utility for
project funder, public sector
representatives (see previous
section, demonstration).

In the descriptive evaluation, an informed argument was made through a
theoretical evaluation of the solution (Uppström & Lönn, 2013). The solution was evaluated from a citizen sourcing perspective by using the citizen
sourcing evaluation framework proposed by Nam (2012). In the evaluation,
functionalities that enable transparency, collaboration, participation, accessibility, and availability (Uppström & Lönn, 2013) were investigated.
Citizens also evaluated the solution. First, citizens tested the solution by
reporting complaints and problems through the app without instructions on
how to use the app. The citizens were thereafter interviewed by the test leaders—i.e., two Master’s students from Stockholm university. A questionnaire
was used to structure and conduct the interviews which consisted of two
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parts. Table 4 shows the questions posed to the citizens, translated from
Swedish to English.
Table 4: Interview questions posed to citizens (also presented in Lönn, 2014).
Part 1
The app is simple to use.
The purpose of the app is clear.
Munizapp increases access to the municipality.
It is of benefit to me to be able to use a mobile channel to report complaints and
problems to the municipality.
Munizapp contributes to the municipality’s work becoming more open.
It is valuable for me to see what other citizens have reported.
It is valuable for me to see what the municipality has fixed.
It is valuable for me to receive responses from the municipality to the app.
It is valuable for me to be anonymous.
Part 2
Please describe the situation if the app stopped working.
What is good about the app?
What should be improved in the app?
Do you have any other comments about the app?

In the first part of the questionnaire, the respondents graded their answers
on a five-point scale, one corresponding to “strongly disagree” and five corresponding to “strongly agree”. The questions in the second part of the questionnaire are open ended questions.
Step VI: Communication.
To communicate the results of the research project, several research articles,
a licentiate thesis and two master theses has been published (see chapter IV).

Research question II
Design science research and case study research were used to address the
second research question, how artifacts in the form of configurable process
models and boundary objects can facilitate collaboration when designing egovernment services. The design science research process is also described
in article IV, (Lönn et al., 2012), and the conducted case study research is
also described in article V, (Lönn & Uppström, 2016).
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Design science research process
Design science research was used to investigate configurable process models
in a public setting. The main reason for using design science was the lack of
configurable process models used in the Swedish public sector. The artifact
designed and evaluated is an instantiation—i.e., a proof-of-concept configurable model for applications of social services in the Swedish public sector.
The configurable process model builds on work performed in a research
open social e-services project. In the project, three open social e-services for
applications of emergency phone, companion and part-time successor services were developed, and analysis of the underlying processes supporting
the services was performed. Hereafter, the research process is further explained by relating performed research activities to Peffers et al.’s (2007)
design science process.
Step I: Problem identification and motivation.
The problem was identified and expressed as an opportunity, and during the
research project (the open social e-services project) similar processes were
encountered. It was decided to investigate the benefits of considering these
processes as variants of a general process.
Step II: Definition of objectives of the solution.
The objective of the solution was to integrate three processes into one general configurable process model by the use of the configurable approach
suggested by Gottschalk et al. (2008). Reviewed literature depicted that the
configurable process model approach had not previously been used to integrate different processes, only variants of the same process.
Step III: Design and development.
The configurable process model was developed by integrating process models for emergency phone, companion and part-time successor applications.
These models were designed in earlier phases of the project. The configurable process model was validated through two workshops in which four municipal officials participated. In the first workshop, the configurable process
model was demonstrated and discussed with the officials. The model was
improved based on suggestions from the officials. In the second workshop,
the improved model was reevaluated.
Steps IV and V: Demonstration and evaluation.
Both analytical and observational evaluation methods were used to evaluate
the solution. To ensure the soundness of the developed configurable process
model, the analytical evaluation of the model was done through the verification functionality in the tool used to develop the model—i.e., YAWL (ter
Hofstede, van der Aalst, Adams, & Russell, 2010).
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Observational evaluation was carried out through four seminars and one
workshop. A total of five municipal officials representing both the elderly
and the handicapped unit at the municipality participated in the seminars.
During the seminar, the quality of the configurable process model was discussed and the generality of the model was studied by extending the configurable model for the three services to capture a fourth process.
During the workshop, the solution developed in the seminars was demonstrated and discussed with nine municipality officials. Among the participants were two managers for the elderly and handicapped administration,
one program manager from the handicapped unit, one representative from
the IT department, three officials from the working group (i.e., customer
relationship officers and financial assistants), and the two project managers
for the project.
Step VI: Communication.
The configurable process model was communicated during the workshop
and the seminars and in a research article (Lönn, Uppström, Wohed, & JuellSkielse, 2012).
Case study research process
Case study research was used as a research method to investigate how
boundary objects facilitate collaboration when designing e-government services. A behavioral science method was used since the researchers assumed
that boundary objects were already in use in the public sector, although not
explicitly expressed as boundary objects. The phenomena studied were
hence assumed to exist before the study, in line with Denscombe’s (2010)
view of this as an important characteristic of a case study. The studied case
was an on-going e-government initiative involving the Swedish Forest
Agency and 21 Swedish county administrative boards. These agencies have
a joint mission to simplify and improve communication between authorities,
forest owners and businesses, and to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of the administration of forest-related matters. For further information
about the initiative, the reader is directed chapter IV in this thesis. An additional reason for choosing a case study research was due to the ‘how’ nature
of the research question (Yin, 2003) and because contextual conditions were
considered relevant to the phenomenon studied (Yin, 2003). This, in combination with a complex situation (the initiative), called for an in-depth study
of a phenomenon that is not separated from its context, which could be provided by case study research.
The case was intentionally selected in discussion between two researchers
and two county administrative board representatives based on it being a
complex collaboration initiative involving several authorities, citizens and
private businesses, with an open government focus. Furthermore, it was con-
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sidered by the county administrative board representatives to be a successful
collaboration initiative and they could ensure access to the initiative.
As advocated by researchers (such as Myers, 2009; Yin, 2003), multiple
sources of evidence were used by collecting data through a focus group interview, in-depth interviews, and secondary data. The focus group interview
and the in-depth interviews were conducted in order to capture individuals’
perspectives and experiences (Bhattacherjee, 2012) of the case and to provide in-depth knowledge of the case. The aim of the focus group interview
and the in-depth interviews was to discuss challenges and enablers for successful collaboration between different stakeholders within and related to the
initiative.
The focus group interview lasted for four hours and two project managers
from the Forest Agency and one project manager from one county administrative board participated. These participants were purposively chosen
(Denscombe, 2010) based on the fact that they were involved in the initiative
and had in-depth knowledge about the initiative. A project manager selected
the participants and they all participated voluntarily. The interview was audio recorded and then transcribed.
The in-depth interviews were conducted in order to gather additional information about challenges and enablers for successful collaboration between different stakeholders within and related to the initiative. Suitable
people to interview were discussed during the focus group interview; fourteen people were then asked, ten of whom volunteered to participate in indepth interviews. The interviewed individuals were an expert of law, one
communication and information responsible, a CMS system maintenance
manager, administrators, responsible persons for specific case types related
to forests, and supervisors of forest-related matters. Hence, the respondents
possess in-depth knowledge about specific functions about which the initiative is concerned.
Apart from the aforementioned ten in-depth interviews, six additional indepth interviews were conducted in order to capture the perspective of external stakeholders. Three of the in-depth interviews were with forest business
representatives and three in-depth interviews were with private forest owners. The researchers contacted eight forest businesses via e-mail and asked
for interviews. Three forest business representatives from two different businesses answered that they were willing to be interviewed. The researchers
also posted a request for interviews on an Internet forum for private forest
owners. The three interviewed private forest owners answered this request.
All sixteen in-depth interviews lasted between 45 minutes and one hour
each and were held via telephone or a web communication tool. The interviews were semi-structured, where the researchers had prepared open ended
questions in advance. When an interviewed person agreed, the interview was
recorded; otherwise the researchers took notes during the interviews. Audio
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recorded interviews where transcribed afterwards and two researchers participated during all of the interviews.
The researchers also had access to the initiative’s digital project management system. Available documentation in the system was used to corroborate
and complement the findings from the focus group interview and the indepth interviews.
Data analysis of case study data
Content analysis (Krippendorff, 2012) was used to analyze the findings from
the case study in order to interpret and form meaning from the data (Hsieh &
Shannon, 2005). The data were analyzed searching for boundary objects and
evidence of how they support collaboration between different communities.
Data analyzed were the researchers’ notes from the focus group interviews
and in-depth interviews, transcriptions of interviews, and documentation
from secondary sources. The author of this thesis and another researcher
analyzed the data together. First, challenges and enablers for collaboration
were analyzed by reviewing notes and transcriptions from the interviews.
The challenges and enablers were compiled in a spreadsheet, and then the
documentation from secondary sources (the project management system)
was reviewed, searching for additional challenges and enablers.
Thereafter, the researchers reviewed the collaboration challenges and enablers for objects that enabled communication. These objects were then further analyzed for evidence of how these objects support collaboration between different communities. Statements found in the notes and transcriptions and secondary data documents regarding specific objects were arranged
in a spreadsheet with the corresponding objects. Four of the objects were
further analyzed and the information about these objects was used to formulate descriptions of how these objects facilitate collaboration. These four
objects were chosen for further analysis because they had a clear facilitating
role in the collaboration, they were in use, and they were used between two
or more communities of practice. The researchers analyzed the objects based
on the view of boundary objects as “work arrangements that are at once material and processual” (Star, 2010, p. 604). To problematize and gain a deeper understanding of how these objects functioned as boundary objects, the
data were related to how previous researchers have described boundary objects and related concepts. Table 5 presents an example of how an identified
challenge have been used to identify an object and then how statements related to the object have been used for formulating a description of that object.
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Table 5: Example of boundary object description derived form data.
Challenges
for collaboration

Object

Statement (from interviewees)

Formulated
description

Specify and
communicate
benefits

Effects
analysis

About the effects analysis.
“ It has been helpful in communicating with project members what we actually need to
do”.
About effects analysis and
objectives.
“It has been something to
gather around to define what
we should achieve and to find
what we are missing”.
“Now there are more people
that know that, before it was
only the project management
that understood that. The effects analysis is like a model
of explanation.”

The effects
analysis supports the collaborating communities in forming
a shared understanding of the
project objectives.

It is possible that additional objects also functioned as boundary objects.
However, additional objects were not analyzed since the aim of the analysis
was not to provide an exclusive list of all existing objects functioning as
boundary objects, but rather to form an understating of how boundary objects facilitate collaboration in the public sector.
The identified challenges and enablers for collaboration and the four objects functioning as boundary objects were validated by presenting them and
discussing them with participants from the initiative, representatives from
other county administrative boards, and with the steering committee for
Swedish county administrative boards’ shared IT department. This was performed on two different occasions. During the first presentation, seven representatives from the county administrative board participated, and during
the second presentation, six participants from the steering committee participated.

Research question III
To answer the research question of how modes of collaboration on egovernment investments may impact the expected benefits from the investments, a multiple case study approach was used. The research approach fol-
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lowed is also described in article VI, Lönn et al. (2016). This approach provided the possibility to collect information on modes of collaboration and to
compare the different cases (Lillis & Mundy, 2005) to explore similarities
and differences between them (Baxter & Jack, 2008). Due to lack of research
on collaboration forms of e-government investments, both different collaboration modes and the benefits of them were identified.
There are several ongoing collaboration initiatives on digital archive acquisition in Sweden. Due to the opportunity to study varying collaboration
types of a particular type of e-government system, five different collaboration initiatives were selected as cases (the cases are further described in
chapter IV). This is in line with Denscombe’s (2010) view that a case should
be intentionally chosen based on known characteristics of the case. Case data
were gathered from available sources from the various digital archive initiatives. The secondary case data collected were then supplemented with data
collected from a focus group interview. During the focus group interview, 13
knowledgeable informants with great experience in digital archiving and
three researchers participated. The results from a quantitative survey were
also used to form a broader understanding of Swedish authorities’ perception
of collaboration and intention to collaborate in regard to the acquisition and
implementation of digital archives. The survey was created and sent out by
the Swedish Association of Local Authorities and Regions to archive managers in all 290 municipalities and 20 county councils in Sweden, and had a
response rate of 90 percent—i.e., 280 responses. In this research, the raw
data from the survey have been used in the analysis, after the researchers had
gained approval to use the data from those responsible for the survey.
Data analysis
The data were analyzed through content analysis (Krippendorff, 2012) to
form an understanding of different modes of collaboration and the benefits
that are expected from each mode. The sources of the analyzed data were
documentation from secondary sources and notes from the focus group interview, as shown in Table 6.
Table 6: Documentation and sources (also presented in Lönn et al., 2016).
Source

Documentation

The eARD initiative

• Notes from focus group interviews
• Project reports

The Härnösand initiative

• Project reports and project documentation

The Swedish Association
of Local Authorities and
Regions initiative

• Notes from focus group interviews
• Project description
• Guidelines for the framework agreement
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• Framework agreement-related templates
• Website
• Survey
The Sydarkivera initiative

• Sydarkivera description
• Project report
• Sydarkivera description and decision support for
statement of intent

The Swedish National
Service Center initiative

• Project report
• Published interview with NSC director-general
• Press release

Comparable meanings were organized into several categories (modes of
collaboration and benefits) by analyzing and interpreting the text data content (Hsieh & Shannon, 2005; Weber, 1990). The categories were therefore
not predefined, but formed based on the data. This is in accordance with
conventional content analysis, a suitable approach when “existing theory or
research literature on a phenomenon is limited” (Hsieh & Shannon, 2005, p.
1279).
Braun and Clarke’s (2006) suggested process for thematic content analysis was followed in this research. The process consists of six steps (Braun &
Clarke, 2006): (i) ”familiarizing yourself with your data”; (ii) ”generating
initial codes”; (iii) ”searching for themes”; (iv) ”reviewing themes”; (v) ”defining and naming themes”; and (vi) ”producing the report”. Two researchers
completed the first three steps. The gathered documents and the notes and
transcriptions from the focus group interview were read through in order for
the researchers to familiarize themselves with the data. Initial modes of collaboration were then defined and statements in the text and quotations from
the focus group interview regarding the characteristics of these modes and
the benefits sought were arranged according to the respective mode. Benefits
were then identified by analyzing and organizing related statements and quotations. An additional researcher then participated in reviewing and defining
the names of the identified modes of collaboration and the expected benefits
identified, and in writing a research article. Hence, three researchers conducted the last three steps of the thematic content analysis process jointly.
Consensus and agreements on interpretations were achieved through discussions and working meetings among the team (the three researchers). An example of how a benefit has been derived from some of the data and the data
source is presented in Table 7 below, translated from Swedish.
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Table 7: Example of a benefit derived from data.
Benefit

Statement

Source

Economy of Scale

The economic benefits are above
all long-term savings for the participating organizations due to the
possibility to terminate systems
and improve the system architecture without information loss.

Sydarkivera description
and decision support
for statement of intent,
(Jonsson, 2014, p. 23).

Economy of Scale

By financing the implementation
in common, the costs will be less
than if each organization implements digital archives on its own.

Sydarkivera description
and decision support
for statement of intent,
(Jonsson, 2014, p. 4).

Economy of Scale

The digital archive also means
reduced costs for handling archive
copies on paper and continued
expansion of digital archive facilities.

Sydarkivera description
and decision support
for statement of intent,
(Jonsson, 2014, p. 4).

Ethical Considerations
When gathering data in this research, the purpose of the research was explained and clarified for the involved participants. The participants were
informed by the involved researchers of what the research was about, why
the research was being conducted, and how the findings of the research were
intended to be used. The participants were also informed about their expected role in the research and that participation was voluntary. The participants were allowed to end their involvement in the research at any time
without suffering any negative consequences. Limited personal information
was collected in this research and the information gathered was not used for
purposes other than research. Data and information have been stored in such
a way that unauthorized persons cannot access them. This research thereby
conforms to the Swedish Council of Science’s four ethical principles for
humanistic and social research—i.e., information requirement, agreement
requirement, confidentiality requirement, and usage requirement Swedish
Council of Science, 2002).
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Chapter VI: Results

An overview of the results from the included articles is presented in this
chapter. The results are divided into sections for each of the thesis research
questions. The chapter ends with a description of how the included articles
contribute to each of the research questions and a presentation of the author’s contribution to each of the included articles.

Research Question I
How can an m-government solution that facilitates collaboration between
municipalities and citizens be designed?
To address the research question, an m-government solution that facilitates
collaboration through a citizen sourcing approach was designed. The developed m-government solution supporting the management of complaints and
problems consists of a front-end—i.e., a mobile application (app)—and an
integration platform (e-platform). The app enables citizens to report complaints and problems, and the e-platform enables two-way communication
between the app and municipalities’ CMS. Figure 4 shows the architecture
of the solution.
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Figure 4: M-government solution architecture (also presented in Lönn and Uppström, 2016 and Lönn, 2014).

Description of the app and the e-platform
Complaints and problems, such as broken street lamps or potholes, can be
reported to municipalities by using the app on a mobile unit. It is also possible to send in opinions or questions, or give feedback to municipalities
through the app. In the remaining description of the solution, complaints,
problems, opinions, questions and feedback are at times replaced with issues.
A report created in the app can include photographs, a title and a description of the issue, and a global positioning system (GPS) position, viewed as
an address. It is optional to include photographs and positions in a report.
When sending a report to a municipality, the user is presented with the option to share the report on Facebook. Reported issues are stored in a private
list—‘my reported issues’—in the app; in this list of issues, the user can see
the status of issues, and receive and view confirmations and replies from the
municipality. Confirmations are notifications sent by municipalities informing users that an issue has been received, and replies are municipalities’ answers to an issue. Citizens can also see, in a public list and as pins on a map,
what other citizens have reported. It is also possible to see the status of public issues, and through a voting function, citizens can agree with issues reported by other citizens and see the vote count for issues. Municipality officials review issues before publishing them as public issues. Issues marked as
public are made visible for everyone using the app, and private issues are
only accessible by the user that reported the issue. By reviewing issues before publication, the publication of ethically sensitive information can be
avoided.
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Municipalities can customize the solution through configuration options
in the app. Municipalities can choose to display their logo together with the
municipality name in the app. A list of administrative units can also be included and configured in the app. When the administrative unit list is enabled in the app, the user chooses a unit from the list when creating a report,
thereby indicating what unit the issue should be sent to. A list of issue types
used for categorizing issues is also configurable in the app. Examples of
issue types are complaints, problems, questions, opinions, and other feedback. Further, municipalities can choose to enable or disable the vote function.
It is possible to use the app to report issues to several municipalities. The
user selects a municipality from a list with enabled municipalities. The app is
hence prepared to include all Swedish municipalities, and thereby one app
has been developed for potential use by all municipalities in Sweden. Citizens who move across municipal geographic boundaries and want to communicate with several municipalities thus only have to download and use a
single app. The aforementioned configurations are municipality-specific;
various functions can be enabled or disabled depending on the selected municipality in the app. The app is free of charge for users to download, and
was developed for the Apple mobile operating system iOS and for the Android operating system.
The e-platform enables the app and municipalities’ CMS to be integrated.
Reported issues can thereby be automatically registered in municipalities’
systems and municipal officials can send status updates, confirmations and
replies to the app through their own systems. Citizens who report issues on
their mobile device receive status updates, confirmations and replies automatically. The unique ID of mobile devices is used to route the communication; this enables citizens to be anonymous and receive communication from
municipalities without adding personal information in a report or register
before using it. The integration between the e-platform and CMS system is
enabled through standard communication protocols, secure HTTPS, and web
services. A system integration with one CMS vendor system, with 22 municipalities as customers, has been developed.
The e-platform also functions as a CMS with a process for handling complaints and problems implemented. The solution can hence be offered with
back-end support integrated with the app. Another solution is to send issues
via e-mail through the e-platform; however, this solution does not enable
two-way communication. In Figure 5, the process for reporting issues and
the integration points are depicted.
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Figure 5: Process for reporting issues and integration points (also presented in
Lönn, 2014).

Evaluation of the solution
The solution was evaluated through experimental and testing evaluations.
Controlled experiments, functional tests and simulations were performed
through iterative prototype testing by the project participants. Improvement
suggestions and issues (e.g., bugs, errors, performance issues) were identified during the evaluations and fixed by the developers (Idega and Mobi
Solutions). Apple rejected the first submission of the app because of technical deficiencies: these were fixed and Apple accepted the app after resubmission.
In the evaluation of the final prototype version, thirty-five citizens tested
the solution and then responded to a survey. In the first part of the interviews, the respondents ranked statements from one to five, where one corresponded to “strongly disagree” and five corresponded to “strongly agree”.
The results are listed in Table 8.
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Table 8: Results from part one of the survey (also presented in Lönn, 2014).
Question

No. of resp.

Mean

The app is simple to use.

35

4.4

The purpose of the app is clear.

35

4.3

Munizapp increases access to the municipality.

35

3.9

It is of benefit to me to be able to use a mobile
channel to report complaints and problems to the
municipality.

35

4.4

Munizapp contributes to the municipality’s work
becoming more open.

35

4.3

It is valuable for me to see what other citizens have
reported.

35

3.8

It is valuable for me to see what the municipality
has fixed.

35

4.5

It is valuable for me to receive responses from the
municipality to the app.

35

4.5

It is valuable for me to be anonymous.

35

3.9

Open ended questions were included in the second part of the survey. Citizens showed a positive attitude toward the solution. A number of citizens
stated that they found the app intuitive and easy to use. Citizens also gave
suggestions for improvements to the app. Table 9 presents examples of
statements from citizens given in the second part of the survey.
Table 9: Examples of statements from part two of the questionnaire (also presented
in Lönn, 2014).
What is good about the app?

“The app is easy to use.”
“The app is simple and easy to understand.”
“The purpose of the app is good.”
“A really good idea for an app. I believe it
will be beneficial.”
“It is good to be able to report issues within the municipality in a simple way; there
is no need for bothersome telephone calls.”

What should be improved in the
app?

“I don’t like the name of the app.”
Several citizens reported functional errors
in the app, which were later corrected by
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the developing team.
Do you have any other comments
about the app?

“It is questionable if the municipalities
will answer the sent in issue.”
“It is good that this kind of app has few
functions.”
“How to handle fake issues.”

A theoretical evaluation of the solution (Uppström & Lönn, 2013) was also performed using a citizen-sourcing framework suggested by Nam (2012).
The findings from the theoretical evaluation of the solution show that the
solution includes functionalities supporting open government and citizen
sourcing (Uppström & Lönn, 2013). For a more thorough description of how
functionalities in the solution support open government, see Uppström and
Lönn (2013).

Problem space investigation
The definition of the objectives of the solution (design phase 2) was formed
iteratively along with an investigation of the problem space that the solution
addresses—i.e., complaints and problem management. The problem space
was investigated through the lenses of open government (government 2.0)
and business process management.
The findings show that there are challenges related to all five aspects of
open government—i.e., transparency, participation, collaboration, accessibility, and availability. Examples of challenges among municipalities hindering
the enabling of transparency by the solution are the lack of routines for
providing answers to complaints and problems, and the balance between
being transparency and simultaneous protection of citizens’ privacy. The
municipalities not being prepared to manage an increasing number of participants in a less controlled environment is a challenge hindering participation.
Collaboration is impeded due to the fact that some of the information sent in
through the app cannot be handled by some of the municipalities’ back-end
systems—for instance, GPS coordinates, photographs, and voting information. Municipality context-specific functions in the app can also hamper
collaboration. For instance, using the configurable function administrative
units, as a mandatory step in the app, requires citizens to be aware of how
the municipality is organized; otherwise a report may be sent to the wrong
unit. The accessibility enabled by the solution is mostly challenged by circumstances that may hinder municipalities from adopting and using the solution. Examples are that the solution may not be used by municipalities due to
them not offering education and information about newly acquired IT systems, and that the solution will not be adopted because there is a fear of re78

ceiving many spam issues, or officials don’t feel ready to incorporate the
new channel. Furthermore, one app for all municipalities can simplify matters for citizens; however, not all municipalities may get a one hundred percent fit with their expectations of such a solution. Responsiveness is hindered by the lack of routines to incorporate opinions from citizens in the
internal quality management work within municipalities. A complete list
with all the identified open government challenges is presented in Appendix
II. In the list, the identified challenges have been related to the Gil-García
and Pardo (2005) proposed e-government challenges categorization, thereby
relating the open government challenges to e-government challenges.
The findings also show that there are challenges related to all six core elements of business process management—i.e., strategic alignment, governance, BPM methods, information technology, people, and culture (Rosemann & Brocke, 2010). Strategic alignment challenges include the organizational structure of municipalities not being aligned with a process oriented
approach, complying with legal changes, and a mismatch between management and political agendas. Governance challenges may include lack of clear
responsibilities, lack of process owners, and insufficient information management affecting the governance of complaints and problems. The absence
of a BPM method is another challenge to effective handling of complaints
and problems in municipalities. Information technology challenges arise as a
result of multiple IT systems, legacy and proprietary systems present in municipalities. These systems cause an inefficient handling of complaints and
problems—for instance, due to difficulties with integrating these systems.
Unclear and ad hoc routines and lack of education are people-related challenges negatively affecting the management of complaints and problems.
Municipalities’ officials’ resistance to change is a culture associated challenge: officials feel that they are not ready to handle the change that the solution will bring. A complete list with all the identified BPM challenges is
presented in Appendix III.
Additional objectives and requirements for the solution were formulated
based on the identified challenges. Integrating the solution with municipalities’ CMS systems was one requirement derived from the challenges. The
solution has been aligned with process management to address challenges
associated with municipalities not being process oriented. Standard communication protocols and web services were used in the solution to facilitate
system integration. Administrative units were included as a configurable
function in the app in order increase the fit and to simplify the administration
of cases within a municipality. Moderation functionality—the routine and
function of reviewing and approving issues before making them public—was
added to protect citizens’ privacy.
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Research Question II
How can artifacts in the form of configurable process models and boundary
objects facilitate collaboration when designing e-government services?
Research question two is addressed by designing and evaluating a configurable process model supporting open e-government services and by investigating boundary objects in an open government collaboration initiative developing e-government services. This section begins with a summary of the
results from the design of the configurable process model; thereafter a summary of the results from the investigation of boundary objects is presented.

The configurable process model
The configurable process model was designed by merging three processes
for handling citizen applications for three social services—i.e., part-time
successor, companion service and emergency phone. The configurable process model capturing the application process(es) for the services is depicted
in Figure 6.
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Figure 6: The configurable process model (also presented in Lönn et al., 2012).
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The model was developed following the process modeling guidelines
proposed by Mendling, Reijers and van der Aalst (2010). Besides capturing
three different processes, the configurable process model captures three variants of applications—i.e., e-service application, standard application, and a
simplified version of the standard application. The role of municipalities is
to decide who is entitled to receive the service. In an e-service application,
positive decisions are made automatically based on a set of predefined criteria, which applicants can see when applying for a service. The intention behind visible predefined criteria is improved transparency and efficient administration of positive decisions. Area one in the figure shows the three
variants of the application, the registration of the application, and the decision. Area two handles the rejection of an application.
Municipalities subsidize these services, and people with limited means
are entitled to pay even less. Part-time successor and companion services are
limited to a number of hours per month and are paid based on the number of
hours used by the subscriber, while the emergency phone service has a
monthly fixed fee. Most of the activities connected to the calculation and
decision of the service fee are captured in area three in the model. Area four
shows activities related to contacting a service provider for installation of an
emergency phone. These activities are performed in parallel with activities in
area three in the process for handling emergency phone applications.
A domain questionnaire model that steers the variations points in the configurable process model was also developed, thereby separating the variability from the process model and facilitating the individualization of processes
from the configurable process model.
By evaluating the configurable process model, the quality, generality and
perceived usefulness of the results were validated. The quality of the model
was evaluated by the use of the verification tool in YAWL, which confirmed
that the configurable process model is sound. The quality was further verified by validating that the model captures the domain. The questions in the
domain model were validated with municipality officials, who consider the
questions as a natural way to capture the variations between the processes.
The configurable process model is general enough to cover a number of
processes. Incorporating a fourth process further underline the generality of
the model—i.e., the application process for homecare service. Homecare
service is also a social service and its process shares similarities with the
three aforementioned processes. The control flow and the allocation of resources in the configurable model did not need to be changed to integrate the
process for homecare service. The configurable process model was hence
sufficiently general to capture the new process. It is also possible to include
a fifth process (a process for personal care service) with minor changes in
the configurable process model. The personal care service will not be enabled as an open service—i.e., an automated criteria-based decision. There-
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fore, minor modification of the process for an e-service application needs to
be done to accommodate the fifth process.
The perceived usefulness was evaluated by municipality officials who regarded the model useful since it promotes shared understanding and simplifies process analysis. Officials regarded it as less time consuming to analyze
the process for homecare application than for the first three processes. Time
savings were due to the configurable process model serving as a great starting point, and defined concepts and terms could be reused. Municipality
officials also valued the model because it gave them a good and comprehensive picture of the work routines, what they actually do, and the rules in
place, and because the model shows their managers what they are doing.

Boundary objects
To investigate how boundary objects facilitate collaboration between stakeholders, a case study of an open government collaboration project designing
e-government services was conducted. Four objects were identified and how
they function as boundary objects was studied in depth. The objects studied
were the project, shared submission function, effects analysis, and appropriation letter.
The project
The project is a working arrangement for the studied case (the shared submission function initiative) and it concerns and resides between several
communities of practice (collaborating parties). A digital working space
supporting the project and its process is frequently used as a communication
tool in the project. The working space is an IS artifact and it includes project
document management (e.g., project plan, meeting notes, and information
material), chat functionality, planning etc. The digital working space thereby
contains a number of artifacts that can function as boundary objects.
The project facilitates communication between the participating organizations; it transfers knowledge between the organizations and informs them
about how to collaborate. The project also functions as an important communication tool with the Swedish government and demonstrates that demands for collaboration and openness are fulfilled.
The project participants do to some degree stay within their respective area of expertise; meanwhile they put their respective organizational membership aside and work together when needed, thereby forming a shared identity
as a common government serving its citizens. The project thereby spans
boundaries and facilitates collaborative efforts, while at the same time allowing and emphasizing differences.
Hindrances and challenges to achieving goals with the collaboration initiative have been elucidated through the project.
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The project matches the requirements of a boundary object proposed by
Star and Griesemer (1989) and Star (2010), and Lee’s (2007) view of a
boundary negotiation artifact. The materiality of the project as a boundary
object could be questioned: by including the digital working space, the project becomes both material and processual, and it thereby resembles a
boundary cluster (Rehm & Goel, 2015).
The shared submission function
At the time of writing, the shared submission function consists of two instantiations: a prototype for “My pages”, enabling private forest owners to submit applications for the felling of trees through an e-service, and an XML
file specifying the information and its format necessary for the Forest Agency to process an application. The latter instantiation is intended for forest
businesses to assist them in the development of their own submission solutions; however, they can use the prototype solution as well. The XML file
enables a number of benefits to be realized, such as streamlined and secure
business processes and reduced costs for the Forest Agency and private
businesses.
The findings show that the prototype solution helps to bridge boundaries
between different collaborating communities in the project. When testing the
prototype solution, weaknesses in the collaborative setting were exposed: for
instance, the collaborating organizations discovered that concepts, routines
and models, assumed to be consistent, in fact differed. The prototype also
encouraged co-workers to engage in the project work.
The findings further show that boundaries between the government and
private businesses and forest owners are also bridged with help of the shared
submission function. A few private forest owners have submitted applications through the prototype solution, and 75 forest businesses have developed their own submission solution using the XML file. However, two different instantiations of the submission function (prototype and XML file) are
needed to bridge boundaries between the public organizations and forest
businesses and boundaries between public organizations and citizens, where
the prototype is a simpler and more informative solution.
The shared submission function is thereby in line with Star and
Griesemer’s (1989) view of a boundary object, since it bridges communities
and facilitates a shared understanding and knowledge exchange. Both instantiations of the shared submission function are also in accordance with design
boundary objects (Mark et al., 2007) and prototypes (e.g., Rhinow et al.,
2012; Subrahmanian et al., 2003). The shared submission function can also
be compared with Lee’s (2007) description of a boundary-negotiating artifact.
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The effects analysis
The effects analysis describes the effect objectives and envisaged benefits of
the initiative. It also describes enablers and changes required to realize the
effects and benefits. These four constructs (enablers, organizational changes,
benefits, and effects) and their relationships are visualized in an effect map.
The findings show that the effects analysis facilitates collaboration in the
project by being extensively used to communicate with different communities—for instance, reference groups, steering committee, project management, public authorities, and project members. It facilitates shared understanding of the project objectives, needs and priorities.
The collaborating communities participating in the initiative have created
the effects analysis. This has been done through negotiation and numerous
iterations. The participants regard the analysis as something to gather
around, discuss, and thereby form a consensus of what the project wants to
achieve. Further, it has been useful to resolve conflicting goals between the
participating organizations and it facilitates project engagement.
In accordance with the views of boundary objects explicated by Star and
Griesemer (1989) and Fong et al. (2007), the effects analysis supports the
collaborating communities in forming a shared understanding of the project
objectives. It is sufficiently flexible to bring meaning to and adapt to different communities (Star & Griesemer, 1989). The object (i.e., the effects analysis map) was created by the collaborating communities within the initiative
through a number of iterations and negotiations, resembling Lee’s (2007)
perception of boundary-negotiating artifacts. The effects analysis also bridges and connects different communities within the initiative, helping them to
communicate, coordinate and collaborate; this is further in line with Fong et
al.’s (2007) view of a boundary object.
The appropriation direction
An appropriation direction is a decision from the Swedish government describing the budget for an authority and the aim(s) to be achieved in the particular authority operation. These directions hence control an authority’s
operations and are communicated on a yearly basis. In the county administrative boards and the Forest Agency appropriation directions, it is stated that
they should collaborate on the development of the shared submission function. The direction also names other authorities that should be consulted
when developing the shared submission function.
The appropriation direction specifies authorities that are commissioned to
participate in collaboration; it communicates the importance of the initiative
and the stated goals for the initiative. The researchers therefore consider it as
an important object that functions as a boundary object. The appropriation
direction clarifies that resources are needed in the initiative and it thereby
functions as a means to persuade management to allocate resources. It also
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serves as a means for the project to be prioritized within the collaborating
organizations, and forest-related matters are given a higher priority due to
the direction.
The collaborating parties were involved in lobbying activities to get the
shared submission function included in their appropriation directions, but, as
opposed to the three aforementioned boundary objects, they were not involved in creating it. The direction was created by the Swedish government
and is used by other communities for negotiation (Lee, 2007). It intersects
two important boundaries—i.e., Swedish government and other participating
communities. Hunter (2008) has noted that policy documents do function as
instruments for communication and collaboration, and Emad and Roth
(2009) argue that the characteristics of a policy document are in line with
those of a boundary object.

Research Question III
How may modes of collaboration on e-government investments impact the
expected benefits from the investments?
By analyzing the digital archive initiatives (cases), five different modes of
collaboration and expected benefits related to each mode were identified. In
Table 10, the rationale, benefits and collaboration characteristics are presented for each of the identified collaboration modes. Thereafter, each collaboration mode and the expected benefits are further explained.
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Table 10: Identified modes of collaboration (also presented in Lönn et al., 2016).
Mode

In-house

Vendor
driven

Rationale

Benefits

Characteristics of
collaboration

IT system developed
and maintained by the
individual public organization, either
through in-house development or through a
software developing
company.

• Full autonomy

Limited
collaboration

Standard IT system
developed by a supplier
and offered as a product or service to several
public organizations.

• Economy of scale

• Primary purpose
• System customization

Technology

• Tested experience
and knowledge
• Latest technology
• Broad skill-base for
support

Cooperative
technology

Cooperative
authority
service

Public organization service

Established framework
agreement with conditions for acquisition
from which several
public organizations
can procure an IT solution.

• Economy of scale

Jointly owned organization governed by a
board or committee
managing a specific
area of responsibility
and IT support system
for its member organizations.

• Economy of scale

Public organization,
offering an IT system
as a service to a number of authorities.

• Economy of scale

• Simplified procurement

Technology,
contract

• Shared system requirements

• Common capability
• Interoperability and
information availability

Technology,
cooperation
agreement,
service

• Open data

• Specialized archiving competence and
capabilities

Technology,
control,
service

• Interoperability,
information availability and information quality
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In the in-house collaboration mode, collaboration by sharing information
can exist; however, there is no other collaboration associated with the acquisition, implementation, or operation of digital archives. In this mode, an
individual public organization develops and maintains a digital archive on its
own. This can be done either by carrying out the development themselves or
with the help of a software developing company. Benefits of this mode are
that full autonomy can be retained, and a customized system that fits a primary purpose can be developed and relatively quickly implemented.
The vendor-driven collaboration mode is described as the development of
a standard IT system; offered as a product or service to several public organizations by an IT vendor. As opposed to an in-house development, standard
solutions are products ready to install (Sawyer, 2001) and are built to meet
the requirements of several using organizations (Andersson & Nilsson,
1996). These vendor-initiated standard solutions may become the de facto
standards in some application domains (Sawyer, 2001), as, for example, in
the enterprise resource planning (ERP) system domain. There are standard
solutions for digital archiving available on the Swedish market—e.g., Formpipe and Platina. Expected benefits related to this mode are that standard
solutions may provide economy of scale; they can cost less to acquire and
implement than an in-house developed system. Organizations can also benefit from tested experience and knowledge from earlier implementations and a
broad skill base for support from the supplier.
In the cooperative technology collaboration mode, a public organization
establishes a framework agreement that forms a common basis for future
procurement. Public organizations can then make call-offs from the agreement when procuring IT systems (as a product or service) and related support services. Since conditions for procurement have been negotiated during
the establishment of the framework agreement, the procurement is simplified
for public organizations making call-offs from the agreement. Procurement
can be further simplified by establishing common and structured call-off
procedures and support—for instance, checklists, guidelines, and templates
for call-offs. This collaboration mode promotes economy of scale, mainly
because of the low administration costs. Economy of scale can be further
promoted through the strong negotiating position of the organization that
establishes the agreement due to the organization negotiating for a vast number of organizations, and the organization possessing negotiation competence and skills. Another benefit that can be achieved in this mode is simplified requirements engineering for public organizations by the negotiating
organization screening the market and establishing a requirement specification that can be used by individual organizations when acquiring a digital
archive.
In the cooperative authority service mode, an independent organization
formed by several authorities takes over responsibility (including the IT support system and legal responsibility) from its member organizations. The
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members share IT operation and maintenance costs and IT procurement
costs; therefore this mode supports economy of scale. Capabilities related to
the specific area can be built within the organization and sourced to the
member organizations. Other benefits include interoperability, information
quality, availability, and open data.
The public organization service mode considers an independent public
organization providing an IT system as a service, thereby centralizing operations, maintenance, and development. Benefits of this mode are similar to
those of the cooperative authority service mode—i.e., economy of scale,
interoperability, information quality, and information availability. The most
prominent difference is the independence of the organization as opposed to
co-ownership. Also, legal responsibility is not transferred to the independent
organization but remains with the original organizations.

Research Questions and Related Articles
Three articles are included in the thesis to address research question one.
Article I contributes to research question one by describing the design of an
m-government solution that facilitates collaboration between municipalities
and citizens. Article II provides a view of the business process-related challenges encountered in the municipalities, and Article III describes challenges
related to the open government (government 2.0) enabling functionalities in
the solution encountered in the municipalities.
Two articles are included to address research question two. Article IV
contributes to research question two by describing the design of the configurable process model that captures the variability of a number of different
social services processes. Article V contributes to research question two by
describing how collaboration is facilitated through boundary objects in a
complex e-government initiative and thereby facilitating collaboration between public organizations, citizens and businesses.
Article VI addresses research question three by investigating various
modes of collaboration on e-government investments and by identifying
expected benefits from the investments.
Table 11 shows the research questions and which of the included articles are
related to each of them.
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Table 11: Research questions and related articles.
Research Question
I. How can an mgovernment solution
that facilitates collaboration between
municipalities and
citizens be designed?

Article

I. Lönn, C. M., Uppström, E., & Nilsson, A. (2016).
Designing an m-government solution: enabling collaboration through citizen sourcing. Accepted to
the 24th European Conference on Information Systems.
II. Lönn, C. M., & Uppström, E. (2013a). Process
management challenges in Swedish public sector:
A bottom up initiative. In M. Wimmer, M. Janssen
& H. J. Scholl, (Eds.), Electronic Government. 12th
IFIP WG 8.5 International Conference, EGOV
2013: Proceedings (pp. 212–223). Heidelberg, Berlin: Springer.
III. Lönn, C. M., & Uppström, E. (2013b). Government
2.0 challenges in Swedish public sector. In P. Cunningham, & M. Cunningham (Eds.), eChallenges e2013 Conference Proceedings, Dublin, Ireland. International Information Management Corporation
Limited.

II. How can artifacts
in the form of
configurable process models and
boundary objects
facilitate collaboration when designing egovernment services?

IV. Lönn, C. M., Uppström, E., Wohed, P., & JuellSkielse, G. (2012). Configurable process models
for the Swedish public sector. In J. Rayte, X.
Franch, S. Brinkkemper & S. Wrycza, (Eds.), Advanced Information Systems Engineering: Proceedings of the 24th International Conference, CAiSE
2012, (pp. 190–205). Heidelberg, Berlin: Springer.
V. Lönn, C. M., & Uppström. (2016). Understanding
public sector collaboration through boundary object
theory: A case study of an e-government project in
Sweden. In T. Bui & R. Sprague (Eds.), Proceedings of the 49th Annual Hawaii International Conference on System Sciences, HICSS, (pp. 26872696). IEEE.

III. How may modes
of collaboration
on e-government
investments impact the expected
benefits from the
investments?

VI. Lönn, C. M., Juell-Skielse, G. & Päviränta, T.
(2016). Modes of collaboration for realizing egovernment benefits. In T. Bui & R. Sprague
(Eds.), Proceedings of the 49th Hawaii International Conference on System Sciences, HICSS, (pp.
3031-3040). IEEE.
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Author’s contribution to the included articles
The author of this thesis has been an active participant in the research projects on which several of the articles are based. The author also participated
in the data collection for all of the included articles. The author further contributed to the articles by writing a significant proportion articles.
Article I: 40%
The author of this thesis participated in the design of the study and data collection. The author also participated in all data collection activities. The
three authors of the article wrote the first draft together. The author of this
thesis together with one of the co-authors wrote the later drafts and the final
version of the article.
Article II: 80%
The author of this thesis designed the study and was involved in all data
collection activities and analysis. The author wrote the article with help from
the other co-author.
Article III: 50%
The two authors designed the study, performed all data collection activities
and analysis and also wrote the complete article together.
Article IV: 30%
The author of this thesis participated in the data collection, did the main
work in modeling the processes in YAWL, and participated in building the
domain model for the configuration of the general model. The author participated in leading the writing of the article.
Article V: 50%
The two authors designed the study, performed all data collection activities
and analysis and also wrote the complete article together.
Article VI: 50%
The author of this thesis participated in data collection activities, performed
the secondary analysis of reports and policy documents. The author participated in the analysis, wrote the main parts of the first draft of the article and
participated in the finalization of the article.
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Chapter VII: Conclusions

In this chapter, the main conclusions of this research are presented and discussed.

Conclusions Research Question I
How can an m-government solution that facilitates collaboration between
municipalities and citizens be designed?
The main conclusions from addressing research question one are summarized in Table 12; thereafter, the conclusions are discussed.
Table 12: Main conclusions from research question one summarized.
Main conclusions research question I
Collaboration between local governments and citizens can be facilitated through
m-government by adopting a citizen sourcing approach.
Front-end, back-end, integration and configuration need to be considered to facilitate collaboration through citizen sourcing.
Collaboration can be facilitated by utilizing technologies offered in mobile devices through, for example, improved information quality.
The balance between transparency and the protection of citizens’ privacy needs to
be considered when developing solutions for citizen sourcing and open government.
Municipalities need to be aware of and address challenges outside the technological solution in order to reap the benefits of the solution. Organizational change
needs to supplement technological change.
IT vendors can have an impact on the utility, adoption and diffusion of mgovernment solutions. It is therefore important to consider vendors when designing and evaluating citizen sourcing m-government solutions.
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Facilitation of Collaboration
The designed m-government solution in this research facilitates collaboration between public organizations (municipalities) and citizens by adopting a
citizen sourcing approach. The approach was adopted by enabling functionalities that support transparency, collaboration, participation, availability,
and responsiveness in the solution. The solution thereby also meets the demands for open government.
Front-end and back-end are important for facilitating collaboration
through the solution. The solution facilitates collaboration by providing a
front-end that can be used in mobile devices—hence, an additional communication channel is enabled through a common technology that many citizens
have access to when, for example, encountering a problem. Through utilizing mobile devices, the availability can be enhanced. This is further
strengthened by enabling all Swedish municipalities to be included in the
app, and by the app being free of charge for citizens. By collaborating with
citizens through the solution, municipalities envision improved information
quality in reported issues. That is due to the utilization of mobile device
technology, for instance the inclusion of pictures and geographical position
in reported issues.
Another important characteristic of the solution for facilitating collaboration is that the solution is integrated with back-end CMS. This allows for
two-way communication, where municipalities can receive valuable information from citizens (e.g., picture and position) and citizens can receive
communication from municipalities (e.g., status updates and answers on
issues).

Challenges and Risks
There is a risk that people send in ethically sensitive information through the
app and that the information becomes available to the public. Another risk is
that the privacy of individuals is violated by personal information becoming
available to the public. The latter risk is reduced by a solution offering the
possibility of anonymity, where the unique IDs of mobile devices are used to
communicate. This enables replies to be sent to citizens without providing
personal information. To further reduce the risk of publishing sensitive information, municipalities need to review and approve issues before they are
published. This may cause bottlenecks in publishing issues, leading to redundant reporting of issues. Hence, transparency and the protection of citizens’ privacy need to be balanced and considered when designing solutions
for citizen sourcing open government.
There are challenges hindering the realization of envisaged benefits from
the solution. Challenges connected to all of the aspects of open government
(i.e., transparency, participation, collaboration, accessibility, and responsive94

ness) and challenges related to the six core elements of business process
management (i.e., strategic alignment, governance, BPM methods, information technology, people, and culture) were found. Some of these challenges could be addressed by identifying additional objectives and requirements for the solution, and then using that information to improve the design
of the solution.

Stakeholders
The solution needs to be used in order for collaboration through the solution
to come into existence and for the potential benefits to be realized. Citizens
are hence obviously important stakeholders, since they are the end-users of
the solution. The diffusion of the solution is also dependent on municipalities adopting it and offering it to their citizens. Both citizens’ and municipalities’ needs therefore had to be considered when developing the solution.
The needs of municipalities and citizens can, however, be conflicting. An
example is the configurations that were implemented to increase the fit between municipalities and the solution to address municipalities’ needs,
where some of these configurations can have an impact on how easy the
solution is to use.
As previously mentioned, integration with the back-end CMS system is
important for enabling all functions in the solution. There needs therefore to
be willingness among the CMS vendors for integration to be developed.
Four different CMS vendors participated in the discussions and negotiations
for integration of the solution towards their systems, but only one of them
has developed the integration. Five municipalities are actively using the solution today. These municipalities did not participate in the research project
designing the solution, but they are customers to the CMS vendor that has
integrated their CMS system with the solution. This indicates that CMS vendors have a impact on the utility and adoption of the solution and powers to
control the functionality of the final solution. This also bring vendors into
the discussion of stakeholders that need to be considered when developing
citizen sourcing solutions, and highlights that vendors can have an impact on
the adoption of e-government.

Conclusions Research Question II
How can artifacts in the form of configurable process models and boundary
objects facilitate collaboration when designing e-government services?
The main conclusions from addressing research question two are summarized in Table 13; thereafter, the conclusions are discussed.
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Table 13: Main conclusions from research question two summarized.
Main conclusions research question II
Configurable process models can facilitate collaboration when designing egovernment services by integrating several processes and capturing their similarities and differences in one general model.
Configurable process models can facilitate collaboration through fostering shared
understanding by communicating and transmitting knowledge of work processes
between different communities.
Configurable process models can facilitate collaborative analysis of processes
through reuse of concepts and terms.
Boundary objects can facilitate collaboration when designing e-government services by bridging boundaries, fostering shared understanding, facilitating communication and knowledge transfer, clarifying differences and hindrances for
collaboration, revealing tensions in collaborative settings, encouraging engagement in collaborative initiatives, forming a common identity, and supporting
education on how to collaborate.
Several types of boundary objects are used when collaborating in the public sector
and the identified boundary objects were all continuously used.
Boundary objects are adapted depending on the communities they bridge.
The knowledge and intentions of the communities’ boundary objects bridge need
to be considered when creating or using boundary objects
Characteristics of boundary objects can be enablers, but for the boundary object
to be a facilitator for collaboration, it has to be used by the collaborating communities.

This research shows that collaboration in the public sector can be facilitated through configurable process models and boundary objects. By designing the configurable process model, it was shown that it is possible to use the
configurable process approach to develop a general process model covering
three different processes supporting three open e-services. The configurable
process model hence captures the variability of the different processes in one
single model.
The configurable process model was developed in collaboration between researchers and municipality officials. It was possible for the researchers to communicate with the officials about the differences and similarities between the processes through the configurable process model. The
configurable process model hence facilitated collaboration between the researchers and the officials by functioning as a communication enabler, carrying and transmitting contextual knowledge about work processes and their
variations. It thereby supports collaboration through shared understanding,
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and by bridging separate communities. Furthermore, concepts and terms
could be reused through the configurable process model, thereby facilitating
the analysis of additional processes.
The configurable process model can be viewed as a boundary object since
it fits well with Star’s view of boundary objects as “work arrangements that
are at once material and processual” (Star, 2010, p. 604), and that facilitate
collaboration between members of several communities.
In this research, other objects that function as boundary objects have been
investigated. The boundary objects investigated facilitate collaboration when
designing e-government services by bridging boundaries, fostering shared
understanding, facilitating communication and knowledge transfer, clarifying differences and hindrances for collaboration, revealing tensions in collaborative settings, encouraging engagement in collaborative initiatives,
forming a common identity, and supporting education on how to collaborate.
The observed objects in this research fit well with descriptions of several
different types of boundary object in previous research. Hence, several types
of boundary object are used in the studied initiative. A commonality between
the studied boundary objects is that they all are used continuously. The
communities within and outside the initiative have created the different
boundary objects in different ways, and the boundary objects are used as
facilitators for collaboration, both by the creating communities and by other
communities.
The members of different communities need to be willing to use a particular boundary object and they have to understand the object. It has been
observed in this research that the boundary objects are adapted to and by the
communities they bridge. When creating and using boundary objects the
knowledge and motivations of the collaborating communities needs to be
considered. The features of a boundary objects can enable collaboration,
however, in order for the boundary object to facilitate collaboration it needs
to be used by the collaborating communities.

Conclusions Research Question III
How may modes of collaboration on e-government investments impact the
expected benefits from the investments?
The main conclusions from addressing research question three are summarized in Table 14; thereafter, the conclusions are discussed.
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Table 14: Main conclusions from research question three summarized.
Main conclusions research question III
Interorganizational collaboration (or non-collaboration) modes for acquiring and
implementing IT solutions and services vary.
The expected benefits sought through different collaboration modes vary.
The selected mode of collaboration may have an impact on expected benefits or
the expected benefits may have an impact on which collaboration mode is selected.

Five different modes of collaboration for acquiring and implementing digital archive solutions were identified in this research by analyzing different
digital archive initiatives. A variation among the different modes of collaboration was observed; it is thereby shown that modes on interorganizational
collaboration for acquiring and implementing digital archive solutions and
services differ. Hence, public organizations use different modes of collaboration for acquiring and implementing IT solutions and services. The analysis
of the cases also revealed that different benefits are expected from the varying modes of collaboration. Hence, the expected benefits sought by the digital archive initiatives vary, and can to a certain extent be associated with a
specific mode of collaboration. That is, the selected mode of collaboration
may have an impact on the expected benefits, or the expected benefits may
have impact on which collaboration mode is selected.
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Chapter VIII: Discussion

In this chapter, the main contribution of the thesis is presented and discussed. The contributions are discussed in relation to the thesis research
questions and collaborative e-government. Thereafter, the quality of the research and ethical considerations of the research are discussed; this is followed by suggestions for future research.
This thesis contributes to the general research stream on collaborative egovernment by investigating collaboration modes and facilitators for egovernment collaboration. Hence, it provides evidence of how ICT can facilitate collaboration between citizens and public organizations, and how process models and boundary objects can facilitate collaboration. The contributions of this thesis can also more specifically be related to several of the collaborative e-government research streams identified in the literature study.

Contribution Research Question I
In the research stream that investigates collaboration at a general level, the
literature review revealed a shortage of design science studies describing
how m-government solutions can facilitate collaboration. The lack of research on the development of m-government is supported by Palka et al.
(2013), who state that there is a need for reports on experiences from completed m-government projects to provide lessons for future m-government
projects. Hence, by addressing research question one, this research contributes to collaborative e-government research by providing a complete design
cycle of an m-government solution that facilitates collaboration between
citizens and public organizations (municipalities). This research thereby also
addresses Sandoval-Almazan et al.’s (2012, p. 33) call for applications “that
will increase government-citizen collaboration” and OECD/ITU’s (2011)
request to capture the potential of m-government.
This particular solution allows complaint and problem management to be
supported by an m-government solution. The solution enables municipalities
to make an open call towards an undefined crowd (citizens), and a government organization activity is outsourced to citizens, reducing the need for
municipalities to dedicate resources to identifying problems on their own.
This is in line with Hilgers and Ihl’s (2010) citizen sourcing dimension of
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collaborative administration. The solution can also be compared with the
citizen sourcing type that Linders (2012) denotes as citizen reporting.
There is limited research on the development and utilization of citizen
sourcing solutions in an open government context (Abu-El Seoud &
Klischewski, 2015; Nam, 2012). A study found is de Reuver, Stein and
Hampe’s (2013), research describing the design of a mobile enabled frontend for reporting incidents. The solution is developed for the German public
sector and the researchers focus primarily on a business model for the frontend of the solution. The underlying process for the service and the back-end
is not considered in the article and the article covers the first three phases of
a design cycle (de Reuver et al., 2013). This thesis differs from de Reuver et
al’s (2013) study by presenting a complete design cycle of a citizen sourcing
solution and by considering both the front-end and the back-end. Thereby,
this thesis complements previous research on the realization of citizen sourcing through mobile technology in open government.
This research also contributes by pointing out the need to extend existing
citizen sourcing frameworks to consider the vendor-stakeholder perspective.
Other researcher (e.g., Hilgers & Ihl, 2010; Linders, 2012; Nam, 2012) have
primarily focused on relating citizens and public organizations to citizen
sourcing. In this research, the utility and adoption of the designed mgovernment solution are reliant on CMS vendors. Axelsson, Melin and
Lindgren (2013) state the importance of considering stakeholders other than
citizens and public organizations; however, they investigate stakeholders in
public e-service development and implementation within a single organization. This research highlights the importance of considering a vendorstakeholder perspective when developing citizen sourcing m-government
solutions.
This research also underlines the importance of a social-technical perspective when developing e-government solutions, where technological
change needs to be supplemented with organizational change. This research
thus confirms previous studies on interoperability, information integration,
and information sharing (e.g., Gil-Garcia, 2012) and enriches this view by
emphasizing its importance in developing collaborative m-government solutions.

Contribution Research Question II
By addressing research question two, this thesis contributes to the BPM research stream within e-government collaboration by describing how configurable process models can facilitate collaboration when designing e-services.
This research contributes more specifically to BPM and configurable process
research with an instantiation of a configurable process model supporting
three open social e-services. It provides a proof of concept, showing that it is
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possible to use the configurable process model approach to integrate different processes in one single model that captures the variability of the processes. In doing so, this research expands the configurable process approach,
where previous research has shown that it is possible to use the configurable
approach to integrate variants of the same process (Gottschalk et al., 2009).
This thesis further contributes to the general research stream on egovernment collaboration by focusing on the activity of collaboration and
describing concretely how collaboration can be facilitated through boundary
objects among actors within an initiative of developing e-services. This is
opposed to other studies focusing on the ‘how’ question describing general
frameworks (Fedorowicz et al., 2009; Hawryszkiewycz, 2012; Hu et al.,
2006; Lu et al., 2010), or models (Holden & Fletcher, 2005; Kaliva et al.,
2013); or providing factors affecting collaboration (Picazo-Vela et al., 2015;
Schrøder et al., 2010), management issues for successful collaborations
(Bharosa et al., 2011), or challenges (Ezz et al., 2009); or opportunities
(Kwon et al., 2006) and success factors (Phuaphanthong et al., 2010; PuronCid, 2012; Puron-Cid, 2013) for collaboration at a general level. By explaining how boundary objects can facilitate public sector collaboration, this research address the expressed lack of understanding (Rehm & Goel, 2015) of
how boundary objects facilitate collaboration and how these objects are being developed in an e-government setting.

Contribution Research Question III
By addressing research question three, this thesis further contributes to the
general research stream on e-government collaboration by describing modes
of interorganizational collaboration digital archives and the expected benefits. It hence contributes to the shortage of research on collaboration on information systems acquisition noted by Hellsten, Alanne, Pekkola and Tuunanen (2016). The identified mode of public organization service can be related to the service delivery research stream within e-government collaboration; more specifically, the mode can be related to shared services. Five
modes of collaboration have been identified in this research: it thereby enriches the view on modes of collaboration compared to the articles by Becker et al. (2009a) and Becker et al. (2009b) that put forward two modes of
collaboration—i.e., a centralized service center or a decentralized, shared
service network. Sorrentino and Ferro (2008) report on collaboration forms
in an Italian context: these collaboration forms are restricted to local government, while this study is based on initiatives on both the local and the
national level.
This research also contributes with the identified expected benefits from
each of the identified collaboration modes. Five different digital archive
initiatives in Sweden were analyzed; therefore a number of varying cases
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and varying benefits sought on one specific type of e-government system
could be studied and compared. From a theoretical perspective, this research
contributes by connecting collaboration modes to methods, practices, and
strategies for benefit realization. In previous research, this has been done
from the perspective of a single organization (e.g., Flak, 2012) or has focused on a single mode where the development is coordinated by a dominant
actor (Flak & Solli-Saether, 2013).

Ethical Considerations of the Research
Interesting to note is that the influential design science method researchers
Gregor and Hevner (2013) do not include ethics in their guidelines for positioning and presenting design science. Myers and Venable (2014) note a lack
of ethical components in design science approaches and stress the importance of a design science researcher engaging in ethical considerations.
They propose a set of ethical principles for performing design science research: the public interest, informed consent, privacy, honesty and accuracy,
property, and the quality of the research. The author of this thesis considers
these ethical principles as being relevant to a large extent for the conducted
case study research, since these case studies concern acquisitions of IT artifacts (digital archives) and the development of IT artifacts (e-services). A
discussion on how all of the conducted research conforms to Myers and Venable’s (2014) ethical principles is therefore provided. However, on a fine
grained level, Myers and Venable (2014) mention some ethical considerations that can be specifically related to designed artifacts (e.g., agreement of
intellectual property ownership); these considerations are only related to the
designed artifacts in this thesis. The first five ethical principles are discussed
in this section; the last principle (quality of research) is discussed in the next
section.
Regarding the public interest ethical principle, the positive outcomes of
the research and stakeholders affected by the outcomes of the research have
been identified. Potential risk and harm of the research outcome is more
difficult to predict. There are some potential risks with the developed mgovernment solution. One is that it creates an information flow that municipalities are not able to handle; another risk is that sensitive information gets
published or that people in some other way misuse the solution. To reduce
the risks, a review and approve functionality is built into the solution. The
informed consent and privacy principles have been considered in this research. As discussed in the method chapter of this thesis, people involved in
the research were informed about the research and all volunteered to participate, and the privacy of the participants has been safeguarded. An ethical
consideration regarding privacy specifically related to the designed mgovernment solution is protecting the privacy of the user of the solution.
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Again, the moderation functionality in the solution helps to safeguard the
privacy of people using the solution. However, the municipalities using the
solution are responsible for using this function. The author of this thesis has
done his best to be honest and accurate in conducting and reporting the research; the author has not plagiarized material and has been thorough in giving credit to other researchers by referencing as appropriate. Regarding the
ethical principle of property, a principle in Sweden is that the researcher
owns his or her research result. This principle has been complied with; therefore the ownership of the collected data has not been explicitly discussed in
each of the research projects. The IP right of the designed m-government
solution was agreed upon during the Munizapp project.

Quality of the Research
Guba (1981) states four constructs that are important in the discussion of the
quality of qualitative research: credibility, transferability, dependability, and
confirmability. Credibility concerns the research being consistent with reality (Shenton, 2004): the research should be credible and understandable from
the participants’ viewpoint. The demonstrations and evaluations of the designed artifacts in this research imply that the participants found the artifacts
understandable and credible. Evaluations of the designed m-government
solution with citizens imply that they also regarded the solution credible. In
the case studies conducted in this research, multiple sources of data were
used, allowing for complementing and corroborating the findings, and so
strengthening the credibility of the findings (Shenton, 2004).
Transferability concerns the extent to which the outcome of the research
can be transferred to other settings (Shenton, 2004). Viewed as products,
there are implications that the designed artifacts are transferable to other
public organizations. The transferability of the designed m-government solution to other municipalities is supported by the solution being used by five
Swedish municipalities that were not involved in the Munizapp research
project. The configurable process model builds on social services that are
mandatory services for Swedish municipalities to provide to their citizens:
this implies that the configurable process model could be transferred to other
municipalities.
According to Hevner et al. (2004), a design science research should provide utility alongside contributing to theoretical design knowledge. The developed artifacts in this research provide utility, as discussed throughout this
thesis. Since the developed artifacts in this research represent, in March and
Smith’s (1995) parlance, instantiations—i.e., an m-government solution and
a configurable process model—it represents the first level of contribution to
design knowledge, according to Gregor and Hevner (2013). In line with the
reasoning of Gregor and Hevner (2013), an instantiation can be a first step
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towards reaching a higher level of design knowledge, where design principles and design theories can be developed. Gregor and Jones (2007) also
reason that design science, in addition to creating design artifacts, also yields
design theories that suggest requirements for groups of artifacts that address
similar problems. Deriving high level design theories based solely on the
designed artifacts in this research should hence be done with caution. In line
with Gregor and Hevner (2013) and Gregor and Jones’ (2007) reasoning, the
artifacts could, however, be considered as parts in design theory generation.
The author of this thesis argues that the conclusions drawn based on the designed artifacts could be transferred to other design initiatives addressing
similar problems if they are considered as propositions for designing artifacts facilitating collaboration.
Shenton (2004, p. 71) questions “whether the notion of producing truly
transferable results from a single study is a realistic aim or whether it disregards the importance of context which forms such a key factor in qualitative
research”. A somewhat contrasting view is provided by Denscombe (2010),
who claims that a case can be regarded as a typical case within a class of
cases. This implies that findings are transferable within a class of cases.
The case study conducted in this research—i.e., to investigate how
boundary objects are used—builds on an initiative that was regarded as successful; it is hence questionable if it qualifies as a typical case within a class
of cases. It may rather be considered a case that deviates from other cases.
Nevertheless, if the initiative is truly successful, there may be reasons for
others to learn from that initiative, thereby making the study transferable.
In the multiple case study investigating modes of collaboration, the transferability should be higher, since a multiple case study provides the opportunity to compare several cases against one another and choose the most
appropriate one. Appropriateness could be decided based on, for example,
similarities, success, or vision.
It is the hope of the author of this thesis that the findings from the case
study research could be of great value to other e-government collaboration
initiatives. Lincoln and Guba (1985) recommend researchers to provide appropriate contextual information about the research in order to help the reader to make such a transfer. The author has made an effort to provide sufficient information about the research in order for others to decide if the findings are transferable to their specific context. As such, it conforms to Lincoln and Guba’s (1985) recommendations for creating prerequisites for the
transferability of research findings.
Dependability concerns how dependent the research is on the researcher.
It should be possible to replicate the research and obtain the same results. A
measure that a researcher can take to address the dependability issue is to
document the research process in detail, allowing others to replicate it (Shenton, 2004). It may be difficult to replicate parts of this study since it requires
access to the same context (public organizations and participants). However,
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the ambition of the author of this thesis is to be accurate and detailed in describing the research to facilitate replication. Confirmability is closely connected to dependability (Lincoln & Guba, 1985) and concerns how well the
findings of the researchers can be confirmed by others, where confirmability
is strengthened if researchers’ predispositions do not influence (Guba, 1981).
This thesis is based on empirical investigations; hence the outcome of the
thesis is based on people’s experiences of the phenomenon that the thesis
studies. However, there is still a risk that the author of this thesis has unintentionally misinterpreted the results when making inferences, and that the
author’s predispositions have had an influence on the outcome.
The designed artifacts have been demonstrated and evaluated, thereby reducing the risk of misinterpretation by allowing others to confirm the outcome. The confirmability of this thesis is further strengthened by the thesis
being based on peer reviewed articles published in academic outlets. The
thesis articles have therefore been audited and the research community has
confirmed that they uphold an academic standard. The author’s supervisors
and other research colleagues have also confirmed the thesis (e.g., thesis
preliminary defense opponent).

Future Research
This research has its limitations, which could be addressed in future research. As discussed in the section on the quality of this research, the developed artifacts are regarded as a first step towards reaching a higher level of
design knowledge. Additional research is needed to form design principles
and theories for m-government, citizen sourcing, and configurable process
models. This can be undertaken through accumulating knowledge and comparing knowledge from additional artifacts addressing similar problems.
Investigating other solutions can also provide the opportunity to study the
motives and incentives for IT vendors to develop citizen sourcing solutions
and how this affects the adoption and usage.
How the designed artifacts in this research facilitate collaboration has
been investigated; however, how the collaborating communities co-create
value and how the expected benefits from the artifacts can be actively managed and realized has not been investigated. Research on benefit realization
and value co-creation in relation to the artifacts is thus needed. Boundary
objects theory can potentially help to understand the underlying mechanism
for value co-creation; however, research does not provide a clear view on the
relationship between boundary objects and the co-creation of value. There is
therefore a need to study mature e-government artifacts that are in use and
that have been in use for a longer time.
A limitation of the investigated modes of collaboration and benefits
sought is the focus on expected and justified benefits. The analyzed cases
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were either ongoing initiatives or initiatives that have recently ended; it was
therefore not possible to analyze actual realized benefits. A plan for future
research is therefore to follow the selected cases until they can also report on
the realized benefits. Further research is also needed to investigate the relationships between the chosen collaboration modes and the expected benefits
in more detail. This requires a set of longitudinal case studies, which this
researcher has now started on.
Collaborative e-government is a multidisciplinary and fragmented research area that lacks overall theories, and there is a bias toward explaining
rather than understanding collaboration in e-government. This research has
to a certain extent focused on understanding collaboration; however, further
research on understanding collaboration is needed. Theories are also needed—both overall theories framing collaborative e-government, and specific
theories for understanding this domain.
Future research on collaboration in e-government should also challenge
the prevailing technological determinism within this domain. Critical research and research on emerging problems evoked by e-government are
therefore needed.
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Appendix II: Open Government Challenges

Table 15 depicts the identified open government challenges; the table is also presented in on of the included articles in this thesis; article III (Lönn & Uppström,
2013b).
Table 15: Challenges hindering Open Government
Functions
supporting
transparency

Transparency challenges

Category
(Gil-García &
Pardo, 2005)

View issue
replies from
municipality

No routines for answering citizens within
municipalities. If no one within the municipality writes an answer it does not matter
that the new solution supports answering
issues.

Organizational
and managerial

Protecting citizen privacy/
View others
reported issues

There is a difficult balance between being
transparent with information and protecting citizen’s privacy. The solution requires
municipal workers to view all issues before publishing them in order to protect the
privacy of citizens. By creating a filter for
information, the public transparency is
affected.

Legal and regulatory, institutional and environmental

View issue
status

CMS systems do not support automatic
replies with status updates or information
about issues registered in the solution.
This need to be developed within municipality CMS systems.

Information
technology

Functions
supporting
participation

Participation challenges

Category
(Gil-García &
Pardo, 2005)

New additional
channel

The new channel should not exclude people without smartphones, so it is important
that all traditional channels are kept and
given as much importance. This gives the
municipalities a new solution without the
necessity of shutting down existing solutions.

Organizational
and managerial
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Smartphones

When more citizens and new groups of
citizens (youngsters) participate in less
controlled environments, more and unstructured information is sent into the
municipal systems, creating information
flow that they “are not ready to handle”
(quote municipality).

Information and
data, organizational and managerial

Utilize social
network technology

Again there might be a conflict with protecting citizen privacy. The municipalities
cannot publish issues on their Facebook
wall due to the privacy issue. Information
about an issue can therefore only be posted
on the wall of the citizen sending the issue,
making it more difficult for the municipality to moderate discussions and to participate in discussions regarding the municipality. This could also have effect on
transparency.

Institutional and
environmental

Functions
supporting
collaboration

Collaboration challenges

Category
(Gil-García &
Pardo, 2005)

GPS and map
functionality

The new channel automatically includes
GPS coordinates and pictures taken with
the built in camera. However, municipal
systems cannot handle this type of information. In addition, the municipality uses
different maps.

Information and
data,
information technology

Categorization,
type of issue
and administrative unit

Some municipalities want to make sure
that issues get to the correct department,
forcing citizens to send issues to a specific
department. This requirement makes it
necessary for a citizen who wants to report
an issue to be aware of how the municipality is organized. The usability of the app is
thereby affected by incorporating several
mandatory steps before the submission of
an issue. Issues are routed to the wrong
administrative unit when citizens choose
the wrong unit. A case can “theoretically
spin around a lot in the system between
different administrative units” (Quote
municipality).

Institutional and
environmental

Agree on issues,
counter showing number of
people who

Municipal CMS systems cannot handle
voting information and the municipality
workers are unsure how to make use of the
information

Information
technology,
organizational
and managerial
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agree on an
issue
Functions
supporting
accessibility

Accessibility challenges

Category
(Gil-García &
Pardo, 2005)

Mobile platform

Municipalities face a problem in not educating and informing employees about
newly acquired IT systems, thus creating a
clear risk that new systems won’t be used;
“management commitment, the people and
education are what are required for an IT
system not to be a system on the shelf”
(quote municipality).

Information and
data, organizational and managerial

All Swedish
municipalities
in one app

To make it easier for citizens, one app has
been made. This however creates difficulties for municipalities to adopt new routines and rebuild systems to fit with the
new channel. Although configuration
possibilities exist, it is difficult for one
municipality to get a 100% fit with their
expectations.

Organizational
and managerial

Intuitive

Value adding functionalities for municipalities affecting the usability of the app.

Information
technology

Smartphone
technology

Mobile technology erases the need for
citizens to provide personal contact information in order to get an answer to issues.
This creates uncertainty within municipalities over how to reply to issues. There is
also a fear of receiving many spam issues
when people are able to be anonymous.

Institutional and
environmental

Free of charge
for citizens

Being free of charge for citizens facilitates
accessibility; however this creates a pressure on municipalities to incorporate the
new channel although they “don’t feel
ready”. Once they have adopted the new
channel it becomes difficult to shut it
down.

Institutional and
environmental

Issue replies
pushed

The mobile communication channel creates a need for messages to be simpler and
shorter than mail conversations.

Information and
data

Functions
supporting
responsiveness

Responsiveness challenges

Category
(Gil-García &
Pardo, 2005)

Integrated with

Within municipalities, different units use

Information
141

existing CMS
systems.

different isolated systems, are only familiar with their own system, and do not want
change. This creates need for the integration of several CMS systems within single
municipalities, making it expensive and
time consuming to adopt the system.

technology

Agree (vote) on
issues

There are no routines to incorporate opinions from citizens in the internal quality
management work within the municipalities.

Information
technology,
organizational
and managerial
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Appendix III: Business Process Management
Challenges

Table 16 depicts the identified process management challenges; the table is also
presented in on of the included articles in this thesis; article II (Lönn & Uppström,
2013a).

Table 16: Business Process Management Challenges
Strategic alignment
Organizational structure

Municipalities are being organized by functions and
therefore the organizational structures of municipalities
are not aligned with a process oriented approach.

Initiatives

Initiatives taken at municipalities are not always aligned
with process management i.e. an effective handling of
complaints and problems.

Legal aspects

Legal aspects and legislation changes complicate the
routines at the municipalities.

Politicians and management agendas

Management and politicians agendas are not always
compatible

Governance
Responsibilities

No clearly defined and communicated responsibilities
are challenges that cause inefficiencies in the handling
of complaints and problems by municipalities.

Process owners

No process owners have been present in any of the
workshops with the municipalities, nor have any of the
municipal workers mentioned that a specific person is
responsible for the complaint and problem management
process.

Information management

The way information is managed is a challenge that
causes uncertainties.

BPM Methods
No methods

During the workshops the researcher did not encounter
any challenges related to methods nor did any of the
municipalities mention anything about methods related
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to BPM. The lack of BPM methods could be seen as a
challenge. During the discussions about the complaint
and problem management process none of the municipalities provided any reference process models.
Information Technology
Multiple IT systems

All the municipalities use multiple IT systems that are
most often not integrated which cause manual tasks and
overhead work when handling complaints and problems.

IT system integration,
legacy systems and
proprietary systems

Legacy systems and proprietary systems in municipalities are difficult to integrate. As mentioned, when IT
systems are not integrated there are inefficiencies in the
handling of complaints and problems. Legacy systems
still running in municipalities don’t have functional
support for the automation of tasks and the interfaces are
difficult to use for infrequent users, thus creating problems for administrative workers who do not receive
issues frequently. Many of the IT systems in municipalities are not process-oriented and don’t support the work
routines associated with complaint and problem management handling.

People
Routines

Ad hoc routines and uncertainties in work routines regarding the handling of complaints and problems are
two people-related challenges present in municipalities.

Education

Municipalities don’t put effort into educating, or gain
approval from people affected when buying new IT
systems.

Culture
Responsiveness
to
change and Resistance
to change
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Responsiveness and resistance to changes are challenges
in municipalities. Municipality officials feel that they
are not able to handle the change that the Munizapp
system will bring. They feel unprepared and that they
don’t have the resources required.
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